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FOREWORD 

 

On 26 September 2020, 55 Citizens with a shared concern for the environment 

gathered for the first time, online. This was the beginning of their four-month journey 

on th_ Citiz_ns’ Workgroup on R_^u]ing Ex]_ssiv_ Consumption o` Dispos[\l_s, with 

the aim of creating a sustainable future for Singapore. The Workgroup was created to 

h_lp m__t Sing[por_’s t[rg_t o` r_^u]ing th_ [mount o` w[st_ (p_r capita) that we 

send to the landfill by 30% by 2030, as detailed in the Zero Waste Masterplan. 

Despite the unique challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, participants 

brought their best to the fortnightly virtual sessions, structured and hosted by the 

National Environmental Agency (NEA) in collaboration with the Ministry of 

Sustainability and the Environment (MSE). 

After undergoing four informative sessions on the background of the problem, 

existing efforts made and hearing from stakeholders, participants worked together to 

brainstorm causes and factors contributing to the problem. From there, seven 

problem statements were formed and the creative process began. Diverse groups 

were formed for each problem statement, with two solutions created per group - a 

total of 14 solutions for the Workgroup. Over the course of two months, these 

solutions were continuously refined after collecting feedback from members of the 

public, resource persons and fellow participants. 

This report, written by the participants, and compiled by a seven-member editorial 

committee, features the 14 solutions, which MSE and NEA will study and assess their 

feasibility to be prototyped and piloted. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Framing The Problem 

Waste management has always been a challenge for Singapore. With limited space, 

we made a switch from conventional in-ground landfills to waste incineration and ash 

burial on our offshore landfill, Pulau Semakau, in April 1999. The Semakau Landfill was 

initially estimated to last till 2045, but that date has since been moved forward to 

2035. 

The increasing amount of waste we generate forces Singapore to scramble to find 

suitable locations for more waste disposal facilities, which will not be sustainable as 

we will eventually run out of space. Therefore, it is crucial for us to collectively reduce 

the amount of waste we generate, which includes the consumption of all types of 

disposables. 

Key Facts on Singapore’s Waste 

How Much Waste Do We Generate In A Year? 

In 2019, non-domestic and domestic sectors generated 5.37 million tonnes and 1.87 

million tonnes of solid waste, respectively. Approximately 3 million tonnes of this 

waste made its way to be incinerated and sent to Semakau landfill, hovering around 

the same amount as previous years1. 

Do We Know How Much Disposable Waste We Create A Year?  

Disposables refer to materials and packaging that are meant to be discarded after a 

single use, such as plastic bags, takeaway containers, and biodegradables. 200,000 

tonnes of household waste disposed of in 2019 were disposables, enough to fill up 

about 400 Olympic-size swimming pools2. 

During the two-month circuit breaker against COVID-19 in 2020, there was an 

increased demand for takeaway and delivery of meals. A study estimated that this 

increased demand alone led to Singaporean households generating an extra 1.3 

million kilograms of plastic waste equivalent to the weight of 92 double-decker buses- 

not yet accounting for disposable masks and PPE used. 

                                                
1 

N[tion[l Environm_nt[l Ag_n]y (2019). „W[st_ St[tisti]s [n^ Ov_r[ll R_]y]ling’ https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/waste-
management/waste-statistics-and-overall-recycling

 

2 
N[tion[l Environm_nt[l Ag_n]y (2020). „NEA To Conv_n_ A Citiz_ns’ Workgroup To T[]kl_ Th_ Ex]_ssiv_ Consumption O` 

Dispos[\l_s’ https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/news/news/index/nea-to-convene-a-citizens-workgroup-to-tackle-the-excessive-
consumption-of-
disposables#:~:text=Environmental%20impact%20of%20disposables,400%20Olympic%2Dsize%20swimming%20pools.

 

https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/waste-management/waste-statistics-and-overall-recycling
https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/waste-management/waste-statistics-and-overall-recycling
https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/news/news/index/nea-to-convene-a-citizens-workgroup-to-tackle-the-excessive-consumption-of-disposables#:~:text=Environmental%20impact%20of%20disposables,400%20Olympic%2Dsize%20swimming%20pools.
https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/news/news/index/nea-to-convene-a-citizens-workgroup-to-tackle-the-excessive-consumption-of-disposables#:~:text=Environmental%20impact%20of%20disposables,400%20Olympic%2Dsize%20swimming%20pools.
https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/news/news/index/nea-to-convene-a-citizens-workgroup-to-tackle-the-excessive-consumption-of-disposables#:~:text=Environmental%20impact%20of%20disposables,400%20Olympic%2Dsize%20swimming%20pools.
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Why Focus On Disposables? 

The common materials used for disposables are plastic and paper/cardboard. While 

disposables are designed to be single-use, they consume a considerable amount of 

resources to produce.  

Plastics require the use of crude oil, which is a non-renewable resource and the 

extraction alone is another resource-intensive process, requiring a large amount of 

energy and water while the process inevitably produces toxic gases3.   

Paper/cardboard products contribute to deforestation; trees are cut down faster than 

we can plant new ones. Their manufacturing also emits large amounts of toxic gas, in 

addition to the water consumed within the lifespan of the tree. Biodegradable or 

compostable options are not objectively more sustainable in Singapore, as we 

incinerate our waste. Typically made of wheat or corn, raw materials used for 

compostables are land- and water-intensive crops. These are just at the initial 

production stage. Use of limited resources and harmful gas emissions continue 

throughout the different stages: transportation, usage and end-of-life management.  

Thankfully, most of the time, the use of disposables can be avoided by bringing 

reusable containers or bags, which is within our control, or simply rejecting 

unnecessary disposables handed to us.  

Therefore, tackling our excessive usage of disposables holds significance in 

[ll_vi[ting Sing[por_’s w[st_ m[n[g_m_nt issu_, h_lping us work tow[r^s [ mor_ 

sustainable future. 

What Has Been Done So Far? 

NEA and MSE have made commendable efforts in guiding Singapore towards a more 

sustainable nation by running various initiatives such as Packaging Partnership 

Programme4 and providing grants and funding for ground-up initiatives5.  

2019 also marks an important milestone for Singapore as it was designated the Year 

Towards Zero Waste6 and a Zero Waste Masterplan was subsequently rolled out to 

chart out the key strategies Singapore would adopt to build a sustainable, resource-

efficient and climate resilient nation7. With that, NEA and MSE continued to play an 

                                                
3
 Ecology Center (n.^.) „PTF: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS’ 

https://ecologycenter.org/plastics/ptf/report3/#:~:text=Other%20major%20emissions%20from%20plastic,oxide%2C%20and%20v
olatile%20organic%20compounds.&text=Manufacturing%20PET%20resin%20generates%20more,%2C%20benzene)%20than%2
0manufacturing%20glass. 
4
 N[tion[l Environm_nt[l Ag_n]y (n.^.) „Sing[por_ P[]k[ging Agr__m_nt [n^ P[]k[ging P[rtn_rship Progr[mm_’ 

https://www.nea.gov.sg/programmes-grants/schemes/singapore-packaging-agreement 
5
 N[tion[l Environm_nt[l Ag_n]y (n.^.). „Progr[mm_s & Gr[nts’ https://www.nea.gov.sg/programmes-grants/grants-and-awards 

6
 Tow[r^s Z_ro W[st_ (n.^.) „Z_ro W[st_ N[tion’ https://www.towardszerowaste.gov.sg/zero-waste-nation/ 

7
Tow[r^s Z_ro W[st_ (n.^.) „Z_ro W[st_ M[st_rpl[n - Intro^u]tion’ https://www.towardszerowaste.gov.sg/zero-waste-masterplan/ 

https://ecologycenter.org/plastics/ptf/report3/#:~:text=Other%20major%20emissions%20from%20plastic,oxide%2C%20and%20volatile%20organic%20compounds.&text=Manufacturing%20PET%20resin%20generates%20more,%2C%20benzene)%20than%20manufacturing%20glass.
https://ecologycenter.org/plastics/ptf/report3/#:~:text=Other%20major%20emissions%20from%20plastic,oxide%2C%20and%20volatile%20organic%20compounds.&text=Manufacturing%20PET%20resin%20generates%20more,%2C%20benzene)%20than%20manufacturing%20glass.
https://ecologycenter.org/plastics/ptf/report3/#:~:text=Other%20major%20emissions%20from%20plastic,oxide%2C%20and%20volatile%20organic%20compounds.&text=Manufacturing%20PET%20resin%20generates%20more,%2C%20benzene)%20than%20manufacturing%20glass.
https://www.nea.gov.sg/programmes-grants/schemes/singapore-packaging-agreement
https://www.nea.gov.sg/programmes-grants/grants-and-awards
https://www.towardszerowaste.gov.sg/zero-waste-nation/
https://www.towardszerowaste.gov.sg/zero-waste-masterplan/
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instrumental role in this sphere by supporting ground-up campaigns such as Zero 

W[st_ SG’s BYOB ][mp[ign in 20198, introducing policies to reduce disposables at 

Community Spaces9, running n[tionwi^_ ][mp[igns lik_ „S[y Y_s to W[st_ L_ss’10, 

and introducing new l_gisl[tion `or _x[mpl_ „M[n^[tory P[]k[ging R_porting 

Framework11.  

This Citiz_ns’ Workgroup is y_t [noth_r initi[tiv_ \y NEA [n^ MSE to `org_ p[rtn_rship 

with citizens to design and implement ideas, programmes and policies together. This 

Workgroup in particular was convened with the aim to collectively address the issue 

of excessive consumption of single-use disposables.   

Our Journey 

Despite the multitude of challenges Singapore faced during the height of the 

pandemic, the movement to transform Singapore into a Zero Waste Nation pressed 

on. Over 300 members of the public responded to the open call for participation in 

July of 2020 and 55 citizens from diverse backgrounds were gathered to form this 

Workgroup. 

As with many firsts in 2020, this Workgroup convened largely online, with hopes to 

eventually hold face-to-face sessions as Singapore recovers from the pandemic and 

restrictions ease.   

 

Phase 1: Introduction Of The Problem Through Sharing From Experts 

● Session 1 (Sept 26th, 2020) – NEA kick-started the workgroup by going 

through the background on the issue of excessive use of disposables, and 

sharing on past and present efforts, implemented to reduce the use of 

disposables.  

● Session 2 (Oct 10th, 2020) – Participants heard from representatives from the 

Food and Beverage industry on their efforts and challenges as they work 

towards reducing the reliance on single-use disposables. Civil society groups 

were also invited to share about the initiatives they have implemented to tackle 

the problem in various spheres.  
                                                
8
 N[tion[l Environm_nt[l Ag_n]y (2020). „Cutting Down on Pl[sti] Dispos[\l_s’ https://www.nea.gov.sg/corporate-

functions/resources/publications/books-journals-and-magazines/envision-lite/june-july-2020/cutting-down-on-plastic-disposables 
9
 N[tion[l Environm_nt[l Ag_n]y (2019). „NEA strives to design and encourage environmentally sustainable hawker centres and 

r_^u]_ ]onsumption o` ^ispos[\l_s’ 
https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/readers-letters/index/nea-strives-to-design-and-encourage-environmentally-sustainable-hawker-
centres-and-reduce-consumption-of-disposables 
10

 N[tion[l Environm_nt[l Ag_n]y (2020). „Close To 100 Partners, Over 2100 Owners Of Premises Have Pledged To Say Yes To 
W[st_ L_ss This Y_[r’ 
https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/news/news/index/close-to-100-partners-over-2100-owners-of-premises-have-pledged-to-say-yes-
to-waste-less-this-year 
11

 N[tion[l Environm_nt[l Ag_n]y (n.^.) „M[n^[tory P[]k[ging R_porting’ https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/waste-
management/mandatory-packaging-reporting 

https://www.nea.gov.sg/corporate-functions/resources/publications/books-journals-and-magazines/envision-lite/june-july-2020/cutting-down-on-plastic-disposables
https://www.nea.gov.sg/corporate-functions/resources/publications/books-journals-and-magazines/envision-lite/june-july-2020/cutting-down-on-plastic-disposables
https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/readers-letters/index/nea-strives-to-design-and-encourage-environmentally-sustainable-hawker-centres-and-reduce-consumption-of-disposables
https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/readers-letters/index/nea-strives-to-design-and-encourage-environmentally-sustainable-hawker-centres-and-reduce-consumption-of-disposables
https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/news/news/index/close-to-100-partners-over-2100-owners-of-premises-have-pledged-to-say-yes-to-waste-less-this-year
https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/news/news/index/close-to-100-partners-over-2100-owners-of-premises-have-pledged-to-say-yes-to-waste-less-this-year
https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/waste-management/mandatory-packaging-reporting
https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/waste-management/mandatory-packaging-reporting
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● Session 3 (Oct 24th, 2020) – R_pr_s_nt[tiv_s `rom Sing[por_’s m[jor 

supermarkets, Retailers, Catering and MICE Sectors shared on their actions 

taken to reduce the use of disposables and the challenges they faced during 

the process.   

Phase 2: Solution, Refining And Peer Evaluation  

● Session 4 (November 7th, 2020) – Ideation began, with participants 

brainstorming potential root causes and identifying bigger problems to address 

based on them. From there, 7 smaller working groups were formed, with 

participants choosing a problem they felt most strongly about.  

● Session 5 (Nov 21st, 2020) – Crafted problem statements, brainstormed 

potential solutions and received feedback from the Workgroup. Participants 

also r_[]h_^ out to r_pr_s_nt[tiv_s `rom pr_vious s_ssions’ sh[rings [n^ 

Resource Persons from various sectors such as education, retail, and NGOs, to 

ensure solutions formed could avoid past mistakes and overcome challenges 

faced previously. 

● Session 6 (Dec 5th, 2020) – First elevator pitch delivered to Workgroup 

participants and members of the public. Feedback and suggestions were 

gathered to further refine solutions.   

Phase 3: Final Presentations And Response  

● Session 7 (Dec 19th, 2020) – First physical meet-up held across 2 different 

venues and various rooms over ZOOM for the final internal elevator pitches. 

Cross-evaluation amongst groups was performed to help groups refine their 

solutions one last time.  

● Session 8 (Jan 16th, 2020) – Final Presentation to the MSE, NEA and Public via 

Facebook live. Final consolidated report to be submitted to MSE for 

consideration.  

With that, the Workgroup concludes, and looks forward to a written response by MSE 

in February 2021.  
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SMS Amy Khor Addressing the Workgroup During Session 1 

 

Workgroup Participants Brainstorming via Zoom 

 

Session 7: Participants Presenting Their Elevator Pitches via Zoom  
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1 | Gamification to Reduce Consumption of Disposables 
 

INTRODUCTION 

In our interactions with everyday Singaporeans, we found that public awareness on 

the issue of mounting disposables was lacking. In cases where there is awareness, 

there is little impetus for corrective action on a personal level. The limited data 

available on our consumption of disposables is not compelling enough to incite 

change, partially because such statistics are often presented in ways that are hard to 

relate to. 

Because waste incineration is widely accepted as an effective waste management 

strategy, citizens struggle to internalise the impact of our excessive consumption of 

disposables. Though national goals may be set, such as to cut landfill waste by 30% 

by 2030, these goals are hard to visualise and citizens may not know how impactful 

their personal actions may be towards reaching these national goals.  

Thus, our aim is to help individuals understand why and how they can contribute 

signi`i][ntly to th_ r_^u]tion o` ^ispos[\l_s’ ]onsumption, [n^ nu^g_ th_m tow[r^s 

taking action. 

Having observed that we live in a reward-driven society, with gamification becoming a 

larger part of our lives - the success of Pokemon Go, Grab rewards, points for 

shopping, etc., there exists an opportunity to leverage on gamification to reduce the 

consumption of disposables. 

 

RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

What is Gamification? 

Gamification is the application of game-design elements and game principles in non-

game contexts. It can also be defined as a set of activities and processes to solve 

problems by using or applying the characteristics of game elements.12 

In other words, gamification does not refer to creating games, but rather the 

application of game principles to alter behaviour through rewards and progress-

tracking. 

Employing Gamification to Gather Data 

The lack of data on disposables is mostly because it is difficult to isolate disposables 

                                                
12

 W[lt_r Z.F.  (2020). „Wh[t is G[mi`i][tion?’ https://www.gamify.com/what-is-gamification 

https://www.gamify.com/what-is-gamification
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from general waste that is collected. As such, sampling and surveys are used to 

produce the figures presented. With creative applications of gamification, data on the 

consumption of disposables may be collected.  

One such application could be through a consumption tracker, whereby users can log 

and track the number of disposables they use daily and compare that against peers 

and the national average. From there, they can better understand how much waste it 

translates to in a year and tweak their actions to help achieve national goals.  

With incentives and ease-of-use to encourage users to log their disposables 

consistently, the data collected can then be collated and used as an estimate for 

national figures. A step further could be to perform demographic analyses to identify 

how future campaigns can be better targeted to create the largest impact. 

 

Explore Gamification in Various Formats 

While most games are played individually, they can also be played collectively as 

^_monstr[t_^ \y Sw_^_n’s own P[nt[r_vir g[m_13.  

 
Figure 1: Pantarevir Mobile Game 

By scanning recycling receipts, Swedes can battle neighbouring districts and 

„]onqu_r’ t_rritori_s in th_ ]ity wh_n th_y r_]y]l_ mor_ it_ms.  

 

Waste reduction competitions can be held between districts, encouraging citizens to 

make a collective effort to reduce their overall household waste. Benefits like 

discounted water for a day could appeal to residents and promote participation. This 

works under the assumption that waste can be reasonably weighed and measured by 

areas. This can potentially be done through employing RFID technology on trucks and 

bins14, to note the mass of waste collected from each bin or district.  

Existing gamification platforms may be leveraged on, to help promote adoption of the 

new game. For instance, the Healthy 365 application can be used to reward 

                                                
13 Hil^ing P., H[m\_rg L., K[ll\om A. (2016). „E]o-Gamification of the Sw_^ish R_]y]ling Syst_m’ http://uu.diva-
portal.org/smash/get/diva2:940287/FULLTEXT01.pdf 

14 Bru]_ St_rling (2009). „Arphi^ W[t]h: R_]y]l_B[nk’ https://www.wired.com/2009/12/arphid-watch-recyclebank/  
 

http://uu.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:940287/FULLTEXT01.pdf
http://uu.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:940287/FULLTEXT01.pdf
https://www.wired.com/2009/12/arphid-watch-recyclebank/
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customers who purchase items that are categorised as having less or no disposable 

packaging, and for bringing their own bags when they go shopping.  

Non-digital methods can widen the reach of the campaigns, since it removes the 

technological barrier. Shoppers who bring their own bags may enjoy privileges like 

exclusive discounts on items from certain brands. These brands may use this as a 

promotional tool to absorb the cost of the discount.  

POSITIVE IMPACTS 

Greater Public Engagement than Traditional Advertising-Based Campaigns 

Games take a carrot approach - a friendlier approach to influencing change. 

G[mi`i][tion ][n motiv[t_ [ ]h[ng_ in p_opl_’s []tions [n^ ]ultiv[t_ n_w h[\its in [n 

interesting and engaging way. The elements of gaming can encourage positive 

action15. 

Data Collection can Help Increase Personal Awareness 

One of the issues we found was that data on waste is fragmented and hard to relate 

to on a personal level to warrant changes in behaviour. For example, knowing how 

m[ny swimming pools o` pl[sti] w[st_ g_n_r[t_^ in [ y_[r ^o_sn’t n_]_ss[rily 

motivate a person to carry their own shopping bag. The challenge is to link the 

individual to the waste and present them with data that makes it personable to them: 

eg. number of bottles discarded, kilograms of waste generated by households, etc. 

Personalised data could be shown in the form of performance graphs - tracking 

disposables used over a period of time, leaderboards - that rank players and 

benchmark their performance against other players and geotagging - displaying 

progress by region. The data collected can be used to provide insights to policy 

makers to find out which areas and which demographic that can be targeted by waste 

reduction campaigns. 

Games Can Foster A Sense Of Community 

Gamification can be gratifying to the individual. Because it is reward-based, there will 

not \_ [ny “`ing_r-pointing” `rom th_ ]ommunity, inst_[^ _n]our[ging ]ontinu_^ 

involvement. 

Gamification with a community structure can impart a positive shared experience. 

Events within the games can be team structured, similar to the Team Step challenge16 

                                                
15 S[ntti U., H[ppon_n A., Auvin_n H. (2019). „Digit[liz[tion Boost_^ R_]y]ling: G[mi`i][tion [s [n Inspir[tion `or Young A^ults to 
^o Enh[n]_^ W[st_ Sorting’ 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336846673_Digitalization_Boosted_Recycling_Gamification_as_an_Inspiration_for_Yo

ung_Adults_to_do_Enhanced_Waste_Sorting 

16
 HealthHub Sing[por_ (n.^.). „National Steps Challenge™ Corporate Challenge’ 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336846673_Digitalization_Boosted_Recycling_Gamification_as_an_Inspiration_for_Young_Adults_to_do_Enhanced_Waste_Sorting
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336846673_Digitalization_Boosted_Recycling_Gamification_as_an_Inspiration_for_Young_Adults_to_do_Enhanced_Waste_Sorting
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on the Healthy 365 application. There is flexibility in the team structure in that it could 

be made up of a workplace, a residential community or a school. Celebrating winners 

publicly brings excitement and sustained interest in the game - encouraging one 

another to lead a greener lifestyle. Businesses could be called upon to participate 

actively, perform R&D, organise campaigns or even sponsor prizes to increase the 

attention quotient for the games. 

 

NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION PLANS 

Cost of Rewards and Prizes 

Rewards may burden businesses with high costs if they are not well thought out. This 

can be avoided by supplying rewards that can be easily compensated for, such as 

promoting [ \r[n^ ^uring g[mi`i][tion to [llow `or ^is]ounts on th_ \r[n^’s it_ms [s [ 

reward. We could as well explore rewards structured around public utility such as 

water, electricity, transport, taxes, etc., as such perks can have far reaching effects. 

 

Impact and Take-up Rates 

It is acknowledged that it can be challenging to get citizens to participate in games or 

even to download a new app, and players may not change their habits. However, by 

partnering up with proven platforms like Grab, Passion Card and Link Card could be a 

great way of obtaining buy-in and gaining a substantial base quickly. 

 

Exploitation Risk 

Lucrative game rewards may open up to scams. A balance needs to be struck 

between making the rewards attractive enough versus being too attractive that 

players start gaming the system itself. 

 

Difficulty in Understanding Game Mechanics 

Misunderstanding or misinterpretation of the game and rewards structure by the 

players may arise. Therefore, the game needs to be simple enough for people of all 

ages to participate in and understand, especially if it involves some form of 

technology to avoid alienating any demographic. 

 

Dilution of Message 

There is a risk that players miss the intention of having the game and merely focus on 

the rewards offered. Having too many games at once may also cause information 

                                                                                                                                                  
https://www.healthhub.sg/programmes/96/national-steps-challenge-
corporate#:~:text=You%20must%20be%20a%20registered,Steps%20Challenge%E2%84%A2%20Corporate%20Challenge.&text=
Rally%20as%20many%20colleagues%20as,16%20to%2022%20Mar%202020.&text=Sync%20your%20fitness%20activity%20rec
ords,the%20Healthy%20365%20mobile%20app. 

https://www.healthhub.sg/programmes/96/national-steps-challenge-corporate#:~:text=You%20must%20be%20a%20registered,Steps%20Challenge%E2%84%A2%20Corporate%20Challenge.&text=Rally%20as%20many%20colleagues%20as,16%20to%2022%20Mar%202020.&text=Sync%20your%20fitness%20activity%20records,the%20Healthy%20365%20mobile%20app
https://www.healthhub.sg/programmes/96/national-steps-challenge-corporate#:~:text=You%20must%20be%20a%20registered,Steps%20Challenge%E2%84%A2%20Corporate%20Challenge.&text=Rally%20as%20many%20colleagues%20as,16%20to%2022%20Mar%202020.&text=Sync%20your%20fitness%20activity%20records,the%20Healthy%20365%20mobile%20app
https://www.healthhub.sg/programmes/96/national-steps-challenge-corporate#:~:text=You%20must%20be%20a%20registered,Steps%20Challenge%E2%84%A2%20Corporate%20Challenge.&text=Rally%20as%20many%20colleagues%20as,16%20to%2022%20Mar%202020.&text=Sync%20your%20fitness%20activity%20records,the%20Healthy%20365%20mobile%20app
https://www.healthhub.sg/programmes/96/national-steps-challenge-corporate#:~:text=You%20must%20be%20a%20registered,Steps%20Challenge%E2%84%A2%20Corporate%20Challenge.&text=Rally%20as%20many%20colleagues%20as,16%20to%2022%20Mar%202020.&text=Sync%20your%20fitness%20activity%20records,the%20Healthy%20365%20mobile%20app
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fatigue and dilute the message completely. It could be of benefit to have a single 

entity implementing the gamification, and in phases, so as to provide a gentle 

introduction into the cause and help citizens learn at a comfortable pace without too 

much information being shared with them at the same time. This way, learnings can 

be accumulated along the way, leading to a fuller understanding. 
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2 | “Continuous Education for Sustainable Living” E-

Learning Platform 

INTRODUCTION 

Where excessive consumption is concerned, it boils down to breaking old habits and 

forming new ones, through repeating certain actions. However, while we may be 

aware of increasing pollution, microplastics accumulating in the ocean or that Pulau 

Semakau is quickly filling up, simple actions that can reduce waste may not come 

naturally to everyone. 

For example, we asked ourselves: do we, ourselves, bring a reusable bag when going 

out - every time? Ev_n i` w_ think w_ might pur]h[s_ som_ it_ms, m[ny o` us woul^n’t 

- by instinct or habit, we inadvertently already decided we do not wish to be weighed 

down by the inconvenience. 

Yet, the simple action of bringing a bag can effectively reduce waste considerably. A 

life-cycle assessment study found that a reusable bag can save 125 plastic bags a 

year - multiply that by 5.39 million people and that quickly becomes a mountain of 

waste avoided17. 

Based on our research and interviews, there seems to be a gap between existing 

environmental education programs in schools (3Rs, sustainability campaigns etc.) and 

forming sustainable habits - a lack of awareness about actions individuals could take 

to help reduce waste.  

Therefore, the challenge lay in finding ways to teach and instill sustainable habits in a 

simple manner, without interfering with the current curriculum and adding stress to 

the education system. 

RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

Modular Content for Various Demographics 

Without a reason why, it would be hard to get people to adopt behavioural changes to 

reduce their consumption of disposables. These reasons may be introduced in 

stages, targeting the different levels of understanding of various demographics.  

 

For example, 

                                                
17 

AH Mahmud (2018). „Using 1 r_us[\l_ \[g ov_r [ y_[r ][n r_pl[]_ 125 pl[sti], 52 p[p_r \[gs: NEA stu^y’, 
Channel News Asia. https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/1-reusable-bag-over-a-year-can-replace-
125-plastic-bags-nea-10017406?cid=h3_referral_inarticlelinks_24082018_cna

 

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/author/8223104
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/1-reusable-bag-over-a-year-can-replace-125-plastic-bags-nea-10017406?cid=h3_referral_inarticlelinks_24082018_cna
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/1-reusable-bag-over-a-year-can-replace-125-plastic-bags-nea-10017406?cid=h3_referral_inarticlelinks_24082018_cna
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Primary School: Pollution, negative impacts on health 

Secondary School: Resource depletion, carbon footprint, global warming 

JC/Polytechnic: Economical and political reasons to push for a circular economy 

The content can be targeted at various groups: students, teachers and educators, 

g_n_r[l pu\li], NGO’s or m[^_ in^ustry-specific and for individual conglomerates.  

A natural starting point would be to target the young, through content that is easy to 

understand and apply through actions. Modules can then be adapted to target other 

groups or specific industries, like F&B or MICE sectors, to inspire well-informed best 

practices. Illustrating cost-benefit analyses with compelling reasons can convince 

companies to make far-reaching changes. 

Alternatively, the content could be used as a teaching aid, deployed as standalone 

toolkits for use in early-childhood centres, educational institutions or other 

organisations. With positive preliminary results and enough support, we could even 

make it a nationwide requirement for all to participate. 

Habit Formation Through Simple Changes 

The modules should provide simple instructions that help us reduce disposables 

through our daily affairs, emphasizing how simple actions can promote sustainability 

through real-life situations like running errands, heading to the park or the beach, 

going to school, separating trash. 

Examples of simple actions that could reinforce better habits: 

- Always have a reusable water bottle in your bag 

- Bring your own container or reusable cups 

- Consider dining-in to avoid unnecessary packaging 

- S[y “no” to pl[sti] \[gs [n^ str[ws 

- Bring your own plastic/reusable bags 

- Stash spare bags in your car/bag 

- Consider buying a shopping trolley 

- Consider more sustainable alternatives before purchases 

The solution may be strengthened by incorporating the following features: 

Teaching in Digital Formats 

Teaching habit-forming actions in a theoretical manner in schools could be somewhat 

effective. However, information is better retained if students learn through active 

participation. E-learning has the advantage of having audio/visual elements and the 

ability to inject interactivity and fun when answering questions. Learning with the aid 
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of a computer and mouse can simulate situations and prompt students to make 

choices that have consequences. 

Numerous formats may be employed as seen in the following examples18: 

1. Multiple choice questions: 

 
 

2. Interactive Drag & Drop: 

 
 

 

 

 

3. Scenario-based: 

                                                
18 

Sm[rt\uil^_r (n.^.) „El_[rning _x[mpl_s’. https://www.smartbuilder.com/elearning-examples/
 

https://www.smartbuilder.com/elearning-examples/
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4. Video-based: 

 
 

Gamifying e-Learning Modules 

These continuous learning modules could be included as prerequisites for 

participation in games. For instance, players who complete the e-Learning module 

receive a QR code which allows entry into lucky draws. 

 

Modules targeted towards companies and industries may also include suggestions on 

how they can add an element of gamification to encourage behavioural change, such 

as hosting interdepartmental competitions. 
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Mandating Program Completion for Students and Teachers  

The modules could be made compulsory at least for students and teachers in order to 

make a concerted impact. Government agencies and the private sector need to invest 

in follow-up efforts thereafter, in order to advertise this effort adequately, and 

leverage existing platforms like N.E.mation19, with environmental defence as a new 

pillar. 

POSITIVE IMPACTS 

Unified Messaging 

E-learning can streamline and simplify information sharing to a large population in a 

structured manner. Propelling the nation towards a single unified direction can create 

strong movement - impacting the youth, communities, corporations and other groups. 

Promotes Digitalisation 

Going digital is in tune with the national Smart Nation agenda. Being online, the 

program allows for shareability of information, self-assessments to track progress and 

understanding, and for easy participation in other digital programs. It also allows 

instant feedback from the public for improvements to future versions. 

Demystify and Bring Greater Clarity to the Issue 

Our hopes are that these modules can help to dispel misunderstandings and inform 

all Singaporeans on the importance of the issue through the interactive experience, 

so they learn about why they should, and how they can reduce their consumption of 

disposables. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
19 MINDEF Sing[por_ (2019). „A\out N.E.m[tion! 2019’. https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-
releases/article-
detail/2019/february/24feb19_fs#:~:text=N.E.mation!%20is%20an%20annual,their%20thoughts%20about%20Total%20Defence.&t
ext=2019%20is%20%22Together%20We%20Keep,put%20Total%20Defence%20into%20action. 

https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-releases/article-detail/2019/february/24feb19_fs#:~:text=N.E.mation!%20is%20an%20annual,their%20thoughts%20about%20Total%20Defence.&text=2019%20is%20%22Together%20We%20Keep,put%20Total%20Defence%20into%20action.
https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-releases/article-detail/2019/february/24feb19_fs#:~:text=N.E.mation!%20is%20an%20annual,their%20thoughts%20about%20Total%20Defence.&text=2019%20is%20%22Together%20We%20Keep,put%20Total%20Defence%20into%20action.
https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-releases/article-detail/2019/february/24feb19_fs#:~:text=N.E.mation!%20is%20an%20annual,their%20thoughts%20about%20Total%20Defence.&text=2019%20is%20%22Together%20We%20Keep,put%20Total%20Defence%20into%20action.
https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-releases/article-detail/2019/february/24feb19_fs#:~:text=N.E.mation!%20is%20an%20annual,their%20thoughts%20about%20Total%20Defence.&text=2019%20is%20%22Together%20We%20Keep,put%20Total%20Defence%20into%20action.
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NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION PLANS 

 

Negative Impacts Mitigation Plans 

Delayed Results  

The early phase of our proposal for 

continuous learning is targeted at the 

younger ones, the future generations. 

The learning program may not 

immediately translate to a drop in 

disposables. 

Timely On-Ground Activities 

If schools were to simultaneously ban the 

sale or use of disposables, add recycling 

bins in classes or conduct other green 

initiatives, the effects could be multiplied. 

 

Effectiveness Cannot be Determined 

Objectively 

The effectiveness of the learning 

modules may only be measured using 

qualitative methods to survey 

participants. 

Creation of a Self-Evaluation Guide 

Having a standardised guide on 

evaluation of the efficacy of the modules 

would increase the usefulness and 

reliability of the assessment. 

No Silver Bullet in Solving the Problem 

A one-size-fits-all approach will not 

work across all educational institutions 

or cater to the vast differences in levels 

of understanding.  

Furthermore, students/teachers have 

little spare time and may struggle to 

prioritise this in the curriculum. If the 

module is cumbersome, it may soon be 

neglected if there is resistance to the 

program. 

Consult Educational Experts 

Experts will be able to curate the E-

Learning content to employ tools and 

techniques to maximise retention of 

information.  

It is essential that modules strike a 

balance between simplicity, adequacy of 

information and evoking emotional buy-

in; all of which are key in changing 

behaviour. 
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3 | Legislation To Incorporate Sustainability Education 
 

INTRODUCTION 

In Singapore, we have found that consumers are resistant to making significant 

voluntary changes to reduce their use of single-use disposables. Consumers favor 

immediate convenience over a long-term vision for the benefit of the environment.  

 

V_t_r[n ^iplom[t Pro`_ssor Tommy Koh _xpl[ins this w_ll: “M[ny o` our p_opl_ ^on't 

give a damn for the environment when they should. Many of our people are selfish 

[n^ unkin^.”20 Indeed, when left to their own efforts, consumers often shirk their 

responsibilities, as seen when consumers tried to find ways around the tray return 

system21 and the constant contamination of the blue recycling bins22. 

As such, there is a need for the authorities to step in and push stricter legislation to 

end the blame-game between consumers and businesses, and enact more significant 

change to reduce the amount of disposable waste Singapore generates. Legislations 

have historically been successful in creating nationwide change, such as the Chewing 

Gum Ban in 1992, the Anti-littering Corrective Work Orders in 1992, and the guideline 

to Smoke only in Yellow Box areas in 2017. All these demonstrate the unique and 

important role the Government has in executing what seems like daunting but 

beneficial tasks.   

“Ch[nging our \_h[viour [n^ min^s_t is th_ m[in ]h[ll_ng_, whi]h is why it is 

import[nt to st[rt young.”23 Desmond Lee, Minister for National Development and 

Minister-in-charge of Social Services Integration.  

 

Therefore we propose a legislation to mandate sustainability education as an 

integral part of the school curriculum. It has to have a hands-on approach rather 

than a purely theoretical one.  

 

 

                                                
20

 Shunmuganathan, R. (2019, October 2). Online users agree with Prof Tommy Koh’s that Singapore is a first 
world country with third world people. The Online Citizen. https://www.theonlinecitizen.com/2019/10/02/online-
users-agree-with-prof-tommy-kohs-that-singapore-is-a-first-world-country-with-third-world-people/ 
21

 Lee, G. (2018, January 31). Customers find ways around tray return system. The Straits Times Singapore. 
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/customers-find-ways-around-tray-return-system  
22

 Ministry of Sustainability and the Environment. (2020, September 15). Recycle Right. 
https://www.towardszerowaste.gov.sg/recycle-right/ 
23

 Yap, L. Y. (2017, June 24). More students get chance to plan 'greening' of their schools. The Straits Times 
Singapore. https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/more-students-get-chance-to-plan-greening-of-
their-schools  
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RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

Our proposed solution addresses a core obstacle in the adoption of greener 

practices: the challenge of changing user habits that are often based on convenience, 

rather than for the good of the environment. We strongly believe that by training the 

younger generation, we can influence a widespread change in habits and create a 

cultural shift towards sustainable choices in the future. 

We propose that the sustainability curriculum should pervade from the kindergarten 

to JC level. We recognise that some level of sustainability education already exists in 

the school curriculum, but we find that it is still disconnected and treated as a feel-

good extracurricular activity.  

 

Instead we recommend the following: 

 

1. Syllabus Change: Sustainability education should make inroads in all subjects. 

This will make sustainability education truly integrated and help students see 

how this is an issue that truly pervades all aspects of their lives, and is not just 

an optional activity or a part of their life they can ignore. 

2. Green Projects at End of School Year: Schools should mandate green projects 

as part of the school term, which would be an activity where students utilise 

knowledge from multiple subjects to solve a sustainability issue. An end-of-

y_[r s]hool `[ir ][n \_ us_^ to _xhi\it [n^ sh[r_ th_ s]hool’s green projects 

and other green initiatives with other schools.  

3. Field Trips: Schools should organise field trips (e.g. beach clean-ups) that 

enable students to understand that the products that they use in their daily 

lives oftentimes end up damaging the environment. Other activities can include 

trips to the waste-to-energy incineration plants, recycling plants and Pulau 

Semakau to understand the lifecycle of the waste generated and to grasp the 

gravity of the problem. Trips to nature parks and eco-sensitive areas would 

help cultivate a sense of appreciation for the environment in students, and help 

them learn to feel empathy for nature and as a result, lead a more eco-friendly 

lifestyle. 

4. Hands-on Activities: Schools should move beyond a theoretical approach by 

having more hands-on activities which are integrated into everyday practices: 

a. Use both sides of paper  

b. Practice separation of waste via mandatory recycling bins (including 

food waste and e-waste) 

c. Mandatory use of reusable utensils and take-away containers/bags 
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d. Involve students in a vegetable/ herb garden and learn about 

composting 

e. Learn about circular nature of biodegradables 

f. Learn the basics of repairing items (e.g. clothes, electronics) to 

discourage disposing of items the minute they are partially spoilt  

5. Involvement of Teachers and Parents: This would hopefully aid in creating a 

green-centric environment both in school and at home, helping further 

reinforce the practice of leading a sustainable lifestyle beyond school.  

 

We understand that all these changes cannot be implemented overnight and that 

change will require time. However, as this is an important step to take, we propose 

that this change is supported by legislation.  

To begin, we recommend conducting pilot trials in a few schools where there are 

teachers who are interested in implementing sustainability education within the 

s]hool (_.g. s]hools with [ “V[n^[ Miss Jo[quim” or “Y_llow Fl[m_” [w[r^ in th_ 

School Green Awards). Having teachers who are interested and enthusiastic about 

leading the change will be crucial in the success of our solution.  

The idea of sustainability education was also recognised as one of the 9 final 

solutions r_]omm_n^_^ \y th_ #R_]y]l_Right Citiz_ns’ Workgroup in 201924.  

 

POSITIVE IMPACTS 

1. Change Habits 

● To inculcate the practice of the 5Rs (Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, Repurpose, 

Recycle) as a habit rather than an informed choice 

● Engaging in sustainable actions such as bringing reusable bags, 

]utl_ri_s [n^ ]ont[in_rs will \_]om_ th_ “n_w norm[l”  

2. Change Mindsets 

● Students would learn to be Green Champions instead of conforming to 

the status quo, and can positively influence their friends and family, 

which can cause an exponential, cultural change in mindsets and habits 

about sustainability 

● Invoking a sense of urgency can help overcome the hurdles of green 

action today (e.g. prioritising convenience, resistance to change and 

being lazy) 

                                                
24

 Nine Citizen Proposals to Improve Household Recycling in Singapore, A report by the #RecycleRight Citizens 
Workgroup 2019, https://www.towardszerowaste.gov.sg/images/CW_Report_Participants.pdf 
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3. Train Future-generation Leaders 

● Current students are future leaders of the nation 

● If they are environmentally conscious, they will shape business 

decisions and public policy in a way that favors sustainability 

● Prepares more students for the growing green jobs sector 

 

NEGATIVE IMPACTS & MITIGATION PLANS 

Negative Impacts Mitigation Plans 

Curriculum being too 

packed       

Phased syllabus change starting with integration of 

sustainability education into existing subject syllabi: 

Develop a well thought out plan that causes minimal negative 

^isruptions to stu^_nts’ _^u][tion [n^ impl_m_nt sust[in[\ility 

education with a phased approach. Schools will have flexibility 

in how they implement it but all schools must participate. 

Smooth integration of sustainability education into existing 

subject syllabi25 should not increase the workload of subjects 

by much. 

Appeal to Curriculum Planning & Development Division for 

their support in highlighting the importance of sustainability 

_^u][tion to th_ pu\li] [n^ r_`l_]t th_ gov_rnm_nt’s support 

for environmental sustainability.  

Schools are not 

motivated to support 

this initiative 

Provide incentives for schools that do support the initiative: 

Awards and additional funding can be given to schools for 

green projects as an incentive. 

Positive media coverage can boost prestige and the name-

brand of schools. 

Teachers to be provided specialised training to follow the new 

curriculum. 

 

                                                
25

 An interesting idea was proposed during the presentation feedback, "I think the environment could be a special 
case study within all subjects. For example: History could teach environmental degradation and colonialism, 
Literature could cover Silent Spring or an eco-dystopia text etc. That way, the environment can be fairly easily 
integrated into the existing curriculum, as opposed to having to revamp the whole curriculum of all subjects, which 
would take a lot of work and probably face pushback from teachers and parents". 
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Teachers should be reminded of their duty to instill the 

necessary character values in their students, who will become 

the future leaders of the nation. 

Disinterested 

students  

Teacher enthusiasm is crucial and MOE should provide a 

multifaceted sustainability education that students can apply 

directly in their daily lives:  

Sustainability education should be piloted in schools where 

there is substantial teacher buy-in (consider using School 

Green Awards results as an indicator). Teachers play an 

important role in the success of this program as students can 

innately sense whether teachers are truly passionate about 

sustainability. Students are more likely to adopt sustainable 

mindsets and habits if teachers truly care about the 

environment. 

Sustainability education should be hands-on and multimodal 

(e.g. students should participate in field trips, watch 

documentaries, be involved in hands-on activities) to spark 

stu^_nts’ int_r_st in sustainability. 

Lack of parental 

support and 

engagement 

Engage parents through activities and encourage students to 

play a role in educating parents: 

App_[l to p[r_nts’ ^_sir_ to s__ th_ir ]hil^r_n []hi_v_ su]]_ss 

by emphasising on how sustainability education encourages 

students to develop an interest in green jobs, a rising 

industry26.  

Engage the whole family through a yearly competition in which 

each hous_hol^ g_ts [ “gr__n r_port ][r^” `rom [n _xt_rn[l 

party (e.g. Singapore Environmental Council) and the 

households (or even GRCs and SMCs) with the best scores win 

                                                
26

 Fogarty, D. (2020, November 20). 3 emerging green sectors: Singapore poised for a green energy jobs boom. 
The Straits Times Asia. https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/singapore-poised-for-a-green-energy-jobs-boom  
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some prizes. 
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4 | Charging/Taxing For A Disposable Bag 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Singapore and the rest of the world without plastics seem unimaginable today. Large 

scale production of plastics began as recent as circa 1950, rapid production and use 

of plastics ensued after World War II with modern and better manufacturing 

processes. Due to short lifespan and large consumption, packaging dominates global 

waste generation which includes disposable plastic carrier bags27 (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1: Product lifetime distributions plot showing packaging has the shortest 

and highest distributions1 

 

Plastic waste is a global problem, but for Singapore the plastic bags are needed for 

disposing general waste. Single-use plastic bags are the biggest waste compared 

with other types of plastics such as Polypropylene (PP) and Polyethylene (PE) 

plastics28. In the process of manufacturing these polymers, further additives are mixed 

to enhance the desired properties for intended products1.  

 

 

                                                
27

 Geyer, Jambeck, Law Sci. Adv. 2017; 3: e1700782 
28

 PET (poly-ethylene terephthalate) bottles such as mineral water bottles and PP (polypropylene) plastics such as 
bubble tea and Sluppies

TM
 drinks.  
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Figure 2: (a) Statistics Of Plastics Bag Flow In Singapore And Plastic Wastes 

Generated per year29, and (b) number of plastics obtained from all sources 

(including grocery, one-time purchases, food and drinks and other general 

shopping30).  

 

From the information on the number of plastic bags obtained only from supermarkets, 

and the total number of wastes generated by three major plastic types (Figure 2), the 

plastic bags commonly obtained from supermarkets clearly form the largest bulk 

quantity. Furthermore SEC report3 indicates an alarming 75.2% of the respondents 

obtained nearly10 bags per week from all sources. Out of this, 90% of the 

respondents have indicated that they have used them for waste disposal.  44.1% of 

the respondents who re-used the plastic bags, used between 6-10 bags per week. 

These alarming data clearly indicates a necessary immediate action to be taken to 

reduce the consumption of disposable plastic bags.  

The use of plastic bags for waste disposal is undeniable in Singapore given the nature 

of the rubbish chute design in HDB, local climate, health concerns from pests and 

outbreak of disease. The Ministry of Environment (NEA) started an educational 

campaign to encourage residents to bag their refuse before disposing down the 

chute 31,32,33.  Based on evaluation of various reports and discussion, an estimated 

number of nearly 10 plastic bags per week would be needed for waste disposal. 

Hence, we can conclude from the data shown that there is an excessive use of 

disposable plastic bags more than the need for waste disposal. 

 

 

                                                
29

 A Position Paper, Consumer Plastics and Plastic Resource Ecosystem in Singapore, Singapore Environment 
Council, August 2018 
30

 A Position Paper, Identifying and mitigating the wastage and inefficient use of plastic bags in Singapore, 
Singapore Environment Council.  
31

 Zero Waste Masterplan Singapore, www.towardszerowaste.gov.sg 
32

 Ministry of Environment (NEA) formed in 1972 was later called Ministry of the Environment and Water Resources 
(MEWR) in 2004, and now it is called Ministry of Sustainability and the Environment (MSE) since 2020.   
33

 https://www.mse.gov.sg/about-us/our-history/ 
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RECOMMENDATION DETAILS  

Charge or Tax for ALL types of single-use carrier bags at all supermarkets from the 3rd 

bag onwards. 

● Charge or Tax ALL small carrier bags from pharmacies. 

 

The recommendations target the major and prime source of this disposable plastic 

bag, which are the supermarkets and pharmacies. They account for more than half of 

the source of disposable plastic carrier bags for household34. The disposable plastic 

carrier bags from pharmacies are usually too small for trash liners. Charging for 

disposable plastic carriers from supermarkets is not a new idea. In fact, Singapore 

supermarkets were in talks in 2017 to introduce voluntary charge on plastic bags 

which were scheduled to commence in 2018. However, the decision was not taken at 

the supermarket chains considering the impact of the levy on low-income families and 

the long-term effectiveness of the levy35. 

The first 2 bags are to be free to be used as trash liners as we need it for bagging the 

waste. Charging for the 3rd bag is based on the survey that 49% of shoppers take a 

minimum of 3 plastic bags each visit to the supermarket. Therefore, 51% of shoppers 

to the supermarket can manage with just 2 plastic bags36.  

With regards to charging of plastic bags from pharmacies, we recognize that most of 

the disposable carrier bags from Pharmacies such as Watson/Guardian are too small 

for trash liners.  Since, there is no alternative for trash liner for trash disposal, we 

should actively discourage its usage through a charge. This is not new and has been 

proposed by SEC37 and Zerowaste SG38. 

For the first cut, we recommend that anything smaller than width 30cm x length 45cm 

(including handles) should be considered too small to be used for trash disposal. 

Charging of the bag needs to be standardized based on size, thickness, material 

(plastic type), load (amount of weight the bag could carry) and probably number of 

usage (reusability before it is worn-out beyond use). This will ensure charging of each 

bag can be made universal in Singapore via implementing a policy. 

                                                
34

 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jan/17/nearly-1m-tonnes-every-year-supermarkets-shamed-for-
plastic-packaging 
35

 https://beta2.todayonline.com/singapore/legislation-no-silver-bullet-nurturing-green-consumers-says-ntuc-
ceo?cid=h3_referral_inarticlelinks_03092019_todayonline 
36

 https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/plastic-bags-supermarkets-singapore-tax-sec-10576660 
37

 Pg 30 "Identifying and mitigating - Singapore Environment Council." 
https://sec.org.sg/byobe/files/SEC_Position_Paper_on_Reducing_Plastic_Bag_Wastage_in_Singapore.pdf 
38

 Pg 8 Zerowaste Position Paper (http://www.zerowastesg.com/2016/09/12/recommendation-paper-on-the-
implementation-of-a-plastic-bag-charge-in-singapore/ 

https://beta2.todayonline.com/singapore/legislation-no-silver-bullet-nurturing-green-consumers-says-ntuc-ceo?cid=h3_referral_inarticlelinks_03092019_todayonline
https://beta2.todayonline.com/singapore/legislation-no-silver-bullet-nurturing-green-consumers-says-ntuc-ceo?cid=h3_referral_inarticlelinks_03092019_todayonline
https://sec.org.sg/byobe/files/SEC_Position_Paper_on_Reducing_Plastic_Bag_Wastage_in_Singapore.pdf
http://www.zerowastesg.com/2016/09/12/recommendation-paper-on-the-implementation-of-a-plastic-bag-charge-in-singapore/
http://www.zerowastesg.com/2016/09/12/recommendation-paper-on-the-implementation-of-a-plastic-bag-charge-in-singapore/
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POSITIVE IMPACTS 

It has been documented that charging a fee for the bags has more significant impact 

on th_ ]onsum_r’s \_h[viour th[n [ \[n [lon_. Stu^i_s h[v_ shown th[t _r[^i][ting 

the plastic bag causes consumers to start to move to other alternative available 

sources. Charging for the bag not has only shown reduction in the use of disposable 

plastic bags but also increased the number of consumers bringing their own bags39,40. 

This was further endorsed by MP Louis Ng in parliament when the government 

passed the Sustainability Bill stating UK has seen dramatic decline of 80% in plastic 

bag when UK citizens too uses plastic bags to bag their waste for disposals41. 

Charging or taxing disposable plastic carriers has resulted in widespread change of 

behaviour across demographics showing decrease in its use. Gregory Owen Thomas 

et al. 12, st[t_^, “…[ pl[sti] \[g ]h[rg_ is not only [n _]onomi] instrum_nt, \ut [lso [ 

psy]hologi][l on_.’’ 

NEGATIVE IMPACTS  

Supermarkets and pharmacies have expressed concerns on charging 3rd bag 

onwards may be an operational challenge and complex. However, the POS system 

can be programmed to only start charging from the 3rd bag. Another foreseeable 

negative impact is ill social behavior where residents begin to dispose of their waste 

directly into the chutes without bagging them. 

 

Finally, there are also concerns of increase in expenditure for low-income 

communities. ZeroWaste SG has studied this before whereby they estimated that if a 

family takes 10 bags and paying 10 cents for each bag from the supermarket every 

week for household waste disposal, the total annual expenditure would be S$5242. 

Therefore, the fee is affordable for most households. Our proposal also calls for 

allowing Shoppers who display a BLUE CHAS card or shop with social service 

vouchers to be exempted from the plastic bag charge. While this may be well 

received, there are concerns that this adds to the workload of cashiers at the 

Supermarkets. 

 

 

                                                
39

 Taylor, R.L. and Villas‐Boas, S.B. (2016), Bans vs. Fees: Disposable Carryout Bag Policies and Bag Usage. 
Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy, 38: 351-372. 
40

 Thomas GO, Sautkina E, Poortinga W, Wolstenholme E and Whitmarsh L (2019) The English Plastic Bag Charge 
Changed Behavior and Increased Support for Other Charges to Reduce Plastic Waste. Front. Psychol. 10:266. 
41

 https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/singapore-single-use-plastics-resource-sustainability-bill-
11872642 
42

 https://www.eco-business.com/news/singapore-green-group-calls-for-mandatory-plastic-bag-charge/   
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MITIGATION PLANS 

Recommendation on charging or taxing each plastic bag may not be effective 

completely by itself. Understanding Singaporean nature being charged for mere 

plastic bags may create tremendous negative sentiment and aggressive behavior 

towards frontline cashier and retail staff. This certainly will create unwanted 

psychological challenges and work stress. A more holistic approach is a MUST by 

employing in tandem with recommendations provided by other groups such as 

campaigns and education.  

Before imposing charging or tax policy for the plastic bags, public and educational 

campaigns may be needed to promote the idea of charging for the plastic bags 

addressing why it is necessary. Prior to starting our main recommendation of 

charging, our second recommendation of a No-Bag-Day can be also deployed ahead 

to give the society a head start in the idea of bringing their own bag and paying for a 

plastic bag, if needed. This second recommendation will be further discussed in this 

report. 

Another alternative approach could be a psychological campaign by all retail staff and 

][shi_rs \y simply [sking “DO YOU NEED A BAG?” or “DO YOU HAVE A BAG TO 

CARRY YOUR PURCHASE?”. With th_ \[]king o` s_nior st[`` ^uring th_ initial period 

of the campaign, frontline staff can engage the customers with these questions and 

senior staff can step-in in case for more explanation. 

RE:BAG is another option, based on another workgroup recommendation or using 

donated reusable bags, and finally re-introducing trolleys. Perhaps the trolleys can be 

better in design and user friendly. This can be a national campaign and project for 

educational institutions. Engineers to come up with a best and smart trolley design 

with the objective of eradicating the use of plastic disposable carrier bags. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Charging alone may not be the best solution. All recommendations given in this report 

must work in tandem to have the best outcome. Some measures such as this 

recommendation can be implemented in various stages. Final aim of this 

recommendation is to reduce the disposable plastic bags in our waste with immediate 

effect. After all we have less than 15 years before our landfill is full!  
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5 | #NoBagDay 
 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to decrease excessive usage of single-use plastic bag, we recommend a 

nationwide initiative to designate ONE DAY in a WEEK as #NoBagDay or #BYOBDay 

(Bring/Buy Your Own Bag). This day will be one common day of the week across all 

businesses. Single-use carrier bags will not be available to bag items at any physical 

stores. Consumers will have to bring/buy reusable bags to bag items when they buy 

any items at any physical shop.  

There should be strong nationwide Public Education/Outreach Campaigns 

implemented before and during the initiative to inform the public about the initiative 

and why such an initiative is being rolled out. The public education and outreach 

campaigns should have a strong impact similar to the COVID-19 public education 

campaigns. We recommend the use of different kinds of media to educate and 

advertise about the campaigns such that everyone remembers #NoBagDay.  

RECOMMENDATION DETAILS  

This initiative will serve as a nudge to shoppers to create the habit of bringing 

reusable bags. By rolling out such an initiative, as a nation, Singapore stands a chance 

to make a statement at the world stage about its commitment to reducing the usage 

of single-use plastic disposables. 

Alongside, there should be a pre-post study on bag utilisation so as to quantify the 

impact of the initiative. A nation-wide study can be conducted to understand 

consumer behaviour around no availability of single-use carrier bags. 

 

Participants and Stakeholders: 

 

For the #NoBagDay initiative to be successful, we recommend that it should be 

implemented nationwide, involving all physical stores across Singapore. In order to 

ease out the implementation and monitoring challenges with such large-scale 

implementation, we recommend to implement it in phases: 

 

● Phase 1 - Supermarkets and minimarts  

● Phase 2: Small and big retailers 

● Phase 3: F&B shops 

● Phase 4: Food courts/Hawker centers. 

 

The basis of choosing the retailers in each phase can be worked out during the 
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planning stages. Our recommendation will be to begin with retail spaces where there 

is maximum utilization of single-use plastic bags- Supermarkets/Mini Marts. We 

recommend that this initiative should be mandated by the relevant government 

authorities such as MSE or NEA so as to bring all businesses/retailers on-board the 

initiative. To be able to create an impact, this initiative has to be rolled out at a 

national scale and to all businesses/retailers. It should be a long-term initiative which 

can then become a permanent initiative and later on, this can be extended from one 

day a week to two days43. Choice of day for this implementation is something that 

needs to be studied. The group recommendation is on weekends, it could either be 

Saturday or Sunday. This is to have the maximum impact. But implementation days 

may vary based on surveys and studies prior to launching the recommendation. This 

recommendation can also be a preclude prior to launching charging/tax, through 

legislation on single-use plastic bag carriers. 

 

POSITIVE IMPACTS 

According to the study commissioned by SEC in 2018, 820 million supermarket plastic 

bags are utilised in a year. #NoBagDay will be a light nudge and introduction to a 

behavioural change when shopping on the days where no plastic carrier bag will be 

provided.  

 

This is also a gentle nudge to prepare the consumers for future, where plastic carrier 

bags will not be provided and will be charged if needed. Purchasing the reusable bag 

on #NoBagDay, prepares their state of mind to bring the bag for the next shopping 

trip be it on the next #NoBagDay or in the future, if plastic carrier bags are charged. 

 

NEGATIVE IMPACTS 

Shoppers may be purchasing new reusable bags every time instead of bringing their 

own reusable bags. This is a concern because these bags have larger environmental 

footprint compared to disposable plastic bags, unless they are reused multiple times 

depending on the type of bags44. Also, there may be a drop in sales for local retailers 

due to avoidance by regular consumers on that particular day just to avoid 

inconvenience. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
43

 Note: Once #NoBagDay is successful & accepted by the public, the initiative can be extended to other 
disposables and a #NoDisposableDay initiative can be implemented.  
44

 https://stanfordmag.org/contents/paper-plastic-or-reusable  
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MITIGATION PLANS 

Setting up more reusable bag donation boxes similar to the initiatives implemented by 

ZeroWaste SG and Nee Soon Community. Also providing rental of reusable bags 

instead of buying reusable bags, similar concept of RE:BAG. To further mitigate, 

strong public and outreach campaigns are necessary and also availability of reusable 

bags for the consumers to purchase ahead of time. For front end retailer staff, 

standard operation procedure (SOP) and thorough customer handling training should 

be provided to deal with unhappy and difficult customers. This customer-handling and 

SOP formations can be done with assistance from professionals and government 

support.  

 

CONCLUSION 

W_ ]oll_]t_^ `[mily [n^ `ri_n^s’ `__^\[]k/opinion [\out th_ #NoB[gD[y initi[tiv_ 

and below are some of the comments received: 

 

 
Figure 1: Comments received from general public (friends and family) on #NoBagDay 

concept. 

      

From Figure 1, we assess that generally people are positive towards the concept of  

#NoBagDay. Nevertheless, a strong campaign is needed prior to launching this 

][mp[ign to ]r_[t_ goo^ [n^ `irm pu\li] [w[r_n_ss [n^ gr_[t_r goo^ to Sing[por_’s 

environment and the immediate problem we are facing regarding excessive 

disposable waste being produced. 
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6 | Legislation To Ban Four Types Of Single-use Disposables 
 

INTRODUCTION 

As on_ o` th_ m[in groups o` st[k_hol^_rs to Sing[por_’s _]onomy, \usin_ss_s 

generally have been slow in making significant voluntary change to eliminate the use 

of single-use disposables. Concerns about customer backlash and losing customers 

to rival businesses are commonly cited as reasons for staying status quo. There is 

limit_^ “`irst-mov_r [^v[nt[g_” in _limin[ting th_ provision o` singl_-use disposables 

and candidly, we heard the same from some of the Resource Persons within this 

workgroup. Case in point is how the supermarket and retail sectors were facing 

difficulties in just rolling out a plastic bag charge45. Therefore, the Government plays 

an important role in levelling out the playing field. Legislation to ban excessive single-

use disposables will push businesses and indirectly consumers to comply.   

 

RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

Singapore prides herself as a food haven and enjoying food is definitely one of the 

`[vourit_ []tiviti_s Sing[por_[ns [n^ tr[v_ll_rs in^ulg_ in. R_]_ntly, Sing[por_’s `oo^ 

culture has stepped further up on the world stage through the successful listing of 

Singapor_’s H[wk_r Cultur_ on th_ UNESCO Int[ngi\l_ Cultur[l H_rit[g_ o` Hum[nity 

list46. Therefore, we have chosen to tackle the problem of excessive single-use 

disposables used in this sphere as it intertwines so closely with many of our daily 

lives. 

There is an array of single-use disposables but we have specifically identified straws, 

stirrers, drink carriers, and disposable cutlery as the single-use disposables that 

should be banned first, as we believe they are the lowest-hanging fruits and in our 

opinion, unnecessary. This legislation should apply to the selling, supplying or 

distribution of single-use disposables, unless requested for medical reasons47 48. It 

should also not be limited to a particular type of material.  

                                                
45 

Tan, A., Liu, V., Goh, T. (2019, September 17). Many support FairPrice plastic bag fee trial, but some upset over 
having to pay. The Straits Times Singapore. https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/many-support-
fairprice-plastic-bag-fee-trial-but-some-upset-over-having-to-pay

 

46 
Yong, C. (2020, December 17). Singapore's hawker culture added to Unesco list of intangible cultural heritage. 

The Straits Times Singapore. https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/singapores-hawker-culture-added-to-unesco-
list-of-intangible-cultural-heritage 

 

47 
Ng, K. M. (2018, November 7). Consider the needs of the disabled too when banning plastic straws. The Straits 

Times Forum. https://www.straitstimes.com/forum/letters-in-print/consider-the-needs-of-the-disabled-too-when-
banning-plastic-straws 

 

48 
Le Brun, N. A. (2018, July 24). Why I Need Disposable Straws as a Person With Disabilities. Yahoo! News. 

https://sg.news.yahoo.com/why-disposable-straws-person-disabilities-182209847.html 
 

https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/many-support-fairprice-plastic-bag-fee-trial-but-some-upset-over-having-to-pay
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/many-support-fairprice-plastic-bag-fee-trial-but-some-upset-over-having-to-pay
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/singapores-hawker-culture-added-to-unesco-list-of-intangible-cultural-heritage
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/singapores-hawker-culture-added-to-unesco-list-of-intangible-cultural-heritage
https://www.straitstimes.com/forum/letters-in-print/consider-the-needs-of-the-disabled-too-when-banning-plastic-straws
https://www.straitstimes.com/forum/letters-in-print/consider-the-needs-of-the-disabled-too-when-banning-plastic-straws
https://sg.news.yahoo.com/why-disposable-straws-person-disabilities-182209847.html
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Figure 1: Examples of Straw, Stirrers, Drink Carrier, Disposable Cutlery 

Source: Google Images 

 

Most meals can still be enjoyed without using these single-use disposables or simply 

switch to existing reusable alternatives, especially in the case of cutlery. When we 

continue to use these single-use disposables out of habit and excessively, we are 

allowing the massive use and wastage of resources, time and effort to create each 

item as the actual duration of usage of each item is incredibly short. You could be 

using the straw for as short as 5 minutes for your drink if you are thirsty. The same 

applies for the rest, except cutlery, which would be used for the longest duration of 

them all. Furthermore, these items have little to no recycling value after they are being 

used. They are also hardly being repurposed for other functions or products.   

With their non-essential, non-recyclable and single-use characteristics, Singapore 

should prevent their usage in the first place. Legislation to ban these disposables is 

not new. Many parts of the United States of America49, such as Seattle, Malibu, and 

California, South Australia50, England51 and Taiwan52 had rolled out standardised 

legislation to ban certain types of single-use disposables.  

 

 

 

 

                                                
49 

Kim, D. (2019, May 9). Plastic Straws Are Being Banned Across the West—H_r_’s Our Gui^_ to Where and How. 
Sunset. https://www.sunset.com/home-garden/green-living/straw-ban-info-guide

 

50 
Readfearn, G. (2020, September 10). South Australia's ban on single-use plastic cutlery and straws hailed as 

'historic'. The Guardian.https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/sep/11/south-australias-ban-on-single-use-
plastic-cutlery-and-straws-hailed-as-historic

 

51 
Lock, H. (2020, October 1). England Officially Bans Plastic Straws, Stirrers, and Cotton Buds. Global Citizen. 

https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/england-ban-plastic-straws-stirrers-cotton-buds/
 

52 
Steger, I. (2019, June 27). Taiwan, the home of bubble tea, prepares for its plastic straw ban. Quartz. 

https://qz.com/1652080/taiwan-home-of-bubble-tea-is-latest-to-ban-plastic-straws/
 

https://www.sunset.com/home-garden/green-living/straw-ban-info-guide
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/sep/11/south-australias-ban-on-single-use-plastic-cutlery-and-straws-hailed-as-historic
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/sep/11/south-australias-ban-on-single-use-plastic-cutlery-and-straws-hailed-as-historic
https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/england-ban-plastic-straws-stirrers-cotton-buds/
https://qz.com/1652080/taiwan-home-of-bubble-tea-is-latest-to-ban-plastic-straws/
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In Singapore, we too have seen some of these efforts. Some global F&B chains such 

as KFC and Burger King53 have eliminated single-use items as per their global 

guidelines. Resorts World Sentosa54 and Wildlife Reserves Singapore55 had 

introduced their own efforts, starting with the removal of straws. More retailers are 

participating with a significant push by NGOs such as WWF and Zero Waste SG.   

Even with intervention by NGOs, the number of sign-ups from retailers will be limited 

in a free market. Despite the commendable efforts of WWF, only more than 300 F&B 

outlets have signed their No Straws Pledge since 201856. This only accounts for less 

th[n 4% o` Sing[por_’s F&B _st[\lishm_nts57.  

There is therefore an urgent need for legislation to standardise and set a framework 

for future commitments, which should extend beyond the F&B sectors. 

Phased Implementation 

We propose a phased implementation, taking into consideration the different sectors 

and sizes of businesses: 

Phase 1   – All Education Institutions (Kindergarten and above) 

Phase 2* – Tenants in Government-Owned Buildings with annual turnover of over 

$1million 

Phase 3* – Nation-wide Ban 

*Phase 2 shall be within 3 months after Phase 1 and Phase 3 shall be within 3 months 

after Phase 2. 

We are proposing to roll out the ban in Education Institutions as they present a 

relatively more controlled environment where there are fewer establishments and 

consumers. Additionally, it reinforces our position of creating a holistic-sustainable 

environment for students in schools.  

Taking reference that only businesses with annual turnover of over S$1 million are 

required to register for the Goods and Service Tax in Singapore, which typically 

                                                
53 

Channel News Asia. (2018, October 16). Burger King Singapore to stop providing plastic lids and straws for 
drinks.  
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/burger-king-singapore-to-stop-providing-plastic-lids-and-
straws-10831992

 

54 
Goh, T. (2018, October 30). RWS stops providing single-use plastic straws at attractions, eateries. The Straits 

Times Singapore. https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/rws-stops-providing-single-use-plastic-
straws-at-attractions-eateries

 

55 
Wildlife Reserves Singapore. (2020). Saying no to plastic. https://www.wrs.com.sg/en/protecting-wildlife/go-

green-for-wildlife/saying-no-to-plastic.html#going-green
 

56 
World Wide Fund for Nature. (2020, August). PACT Impact Report 2020. 

https://wwfasia.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/pact_impact_report_final.pdf
 

57 
Data.gov.sg. (2017, November 18). Key Indicators Of Food & Beverage Services By Size Of Operating Receipts, Annual. 

https://data.gov.sg/dataset/key-indicators-of-food-beverage-services-by-size-of-operating-receipts-annual 
 

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/burger-king-singapore-to-stop-providing-plastic-lids-and-straws-10831992
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/burger-king-singapore-to-stop-providing-plastic-lids-and-straws-10831992
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/rws-stops-providing-single-use-plastic-straws-at-attractions-eateries
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/rws-stops-providing-single-use-plastic-straws-at-attractions-eateries
https://www.wrs.com.sg/en/protecting-wildlife/go-green-for-wildlife/saying-no-to-plastic.html#going-green
https://www.wrs.com.sg/en/protecting-wildlife/go-green-for-wildlife/saying-no-to-plastic.html#going-green
https://wwfasia.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/pact_impact_report_final.pdf
https://data.gov.sg/dataset/key-indicators-of-food-beverage-services-by-size-of-operating-receipts-annual
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sugg_sts th_ \usin_ss_s’ st[\ility in t_rms o` `in[n]i[ls [n^ structure, we are 

proposing that they are the next group of businesses to enforce the legislation on. In 

addition, they should be tenants in Government-Owned Buildings with a focus on 

dine-in scenarios as this would complement the Public Sector Taking the Lead in 

Environmental Sustainability initiative58 introduced in 2006. As Landlords, the 

Government should rope in their Tenants to collectively do their part too.  

Eventually, the ban should affect across Singapore. This would include any 

businesses, such as the Hospitality and Catering sectors, which would typically 

provide the four disposables as part of their services. 

 

POSITIVE IMPACTS 

1. Immediate Reduction of Single-Use Disposable Waste 

According to th_ WWF’s PACT Imp[]t R_port 202059, 22 organisations across 5 

industries had collectively saved the following number of disposables in just one year: 

  
Imagine the number of disposables we can save if the legislation is implemented 

throughout the entire Singapore, perpetually. By doing so, we also save the limited 

resources extracted to produce them, repeatedly. 

2. Standardised Playing Field  

With businesses citing that their decisions are driven largely by consumer demand 

and the need to provide similar, if not better, services compared to their competitors, 

a standardised legislation will serve to provide an equal playing field for businesses to 

introduce this change without the fear of losing customers to their competitors in this 

[sp_]t. This st[n^[r^iz[tion shoul^ [lso [im to h_lp m[k_ “sust[in[\ility” th_ norm 

and hopefully nudge businesses to plan their further choices with sustainability in 

mind.  

3. Long-term Cost Savings 

A ban will allow businesses to remove a recurring inventory which equates to long-

term cost savings. Apart from the initial cost for collaterals to inform customers of the 

                                                
58 

Energy Efficient Singapore. (2020, December 11). Public Sector Taking the Lead in Environmental Sustainability (PSTLES). 

https://www.e2singapore.gov.sg/programmes-and-grants/programmes/public-sector-taking-the-lead-in-environmental-
sustainability 
 

59 
WWF PACT Impact Report 2020 (2020, August). 

https://wwfasia.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/pact_impact_report_final.pdf
 

https://www.e2singapore.gov.sg/programmes-and-grants/programmes/public-sector-taking-the-lead-in-environmental-sustainability
https://www.e2singapore.gov.sg/programmes-and-grants/programmes/public-sector-taking-the-lead-in-environmental-sustainability
https://wwfasia.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/pact_impact_report_final.pdf
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new legislation, there is also minimal cost up-front. For the replacement of disposable 

cutlery, reusable cutlery can be found and procured easily. Within a development, 

affected tenants can consolidate their orders and negotiate for a better deal 

collectively.  

4. Good Branding for Singapore 

Discussions around sustainability have gained positive traction over the years through 

international media coverage. Singapore will benefit from similar favourable media 

coverage and help reinforce our brand as a Clean and Green city60. Businesses, along 

with consumers, will then be the brand ambassadors. A 2019 survey on Climate 

Change61 by the National Climate Change Secretariat reported that close to 80% of 

respondents are prepared to play their part, even at the expense of some 

inconvenience.   

 

NEGATIVE IMPACTS & MITIGATION PLANS 

Negative Impacts Mitigation Plans 

Pushback from 

consumers as they 

may feel that their 

“rights” h[v_ \__n 

taken away 

Continue public education efforts (explanation and nudging): 

While standardisation allows businesses to introduce new 

business norms with relatively more ease, businesses remain to 

be at the front-line of dealing with customer service 

expectations. As reflected in the efforts to ensure COVID-19 

related safe-distancing measures are complied with, the 

government will need to complement this effort by stepping up 

its efforts to educate and nudge the public through nation-wide 

campaigns or advertisements. Collaborations with 

Environmental NGOs must also continue. It will be a matter of 

tim_ \_`or_ th_ pu\li] g_ts us_^ to this “n_w norm[l”.  

                                                
60

 Kolczak, A. (2017, February 28). This City Aims to Be the World's Greenest. National Geographic. 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/urban-expeditions/green-buildings/green-urban-landscape-cities-Singapore/ 
61 

National Climate Change Secretariat. (2019, December 16). Climate Change Public Perception Survey 2019. 

https://www.nccs.gov.sg/media/press-release/climate-change-public-perception-survey-2019 
 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/urban-expeditions/green-buildings/green-urban-landscape-cities-Singapore/
https://www.nccs.gov.sg/media/press-release/climate-change-public-perception-survey-2019
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Disruption to 

businesses such 

as to the usual 

Standard-

Operation-

Procedure and 

Short-term cost to 

procure new 

inventories  

Facilitate business transformation: 

As th_ s[ying go_s, “Ch[ng_ is th_ only ]onst[nt in li`_.” 

For businesses which have been solely dependent on the 

production or sale of disposables and wish to transform, the 

government will need to provide assistance to them. This is 

especially so for elderly business owners who may be more 

reluctant and find greater difficulty in adapting to new changes. 

Communication and empathy are key to get the eventual buy-in 

from this group of business owners.  

For the replacement of disposable cutlery by reusables, the 

challenge may not be restricted to just the act of switching but 

also limitations in space, equipment, and manpower to handle 

the reusables. As such, we recommend the government help 

affected businesses with short-term funding and consultants 

who can assist them in strategising and adapting.  

Concurrently, the government can assist consumers to bring-

your-own by issuing starter kits to Singaporeans/PRs. This 

should be an opt-in exercise with a minimum token fee of 

S$2/set to prevent mindless redemption because the most 

environmentally friendly item is the one you already own. To 

increase the convenience of carrying such reusables, the 

gov_rnm_nt ][n work with som_ “Gr__n Busin_ss_s'' su]h [s 

UnPackt or even our local Mom-and-Pop shops to sell cutlery 

pouches with compact designs, which are already easily 

available in the market.   
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7 | Green Grading Scheme 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Within the supermarket supply chain, packaging serves many functions such as food 

safety, maintenance of freshness, labelling of regulatory information, product 

differentiation and branding. Our conversations with resource persons revealed that 

reducing supply chain packaging would be a challenge to them, since voluntary 

environmental initiatives had in the past affected their competitiveness vis-a-vis other 

supermarkets, given that in a competitive market, inconvenienced customers would 

simply jump ship. From this we assess that the supermarkets would prefer 

coordinated action across the entire industry rather than suffer the first-mover 

disadvantage. 

Sing[por_’s [^option o` th_ MPR is lik_ly to h_lp “i^_nti`y opportuniti_s in r_^u]ing 

p[]k[ging w[st_” []ross the board.  The purpose of MPR is to create awareness 

within companies on the benefits of packaging reduction and persuade companies to 

act to reduce their packaging waste. Companies will be required to submit data like 

packaging type, packaging materials, weightage, etc. to NEA on an annual basis. 

However, NEA has not spoken of any plans to create any specific environmental 

initiatives or incentives for the data collected.   

In order to achieve a more intentional and comprehensive adoption of packaging 

reduction across the entire industry, our group suggests using the MPR data to grade 

[n^ pu\li]iz_ \usin_ss_s’ _``orts to r_^u]_ p[]k[ging through [ Gr__n Gr[^ing 

Scheme. 

 

RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

 

The Green Grading Scheme (GGS) will assess producers of packaged goods and 

retailers according to the amount of packaging they generate. In this scheme, 

companies will be categorised into ratings of A, B, C or D based on the MPR data 

submitted, with Grade A companies generating the least packaging waste and Grade 

D companies generating the most. A to D grading system is sufficient because a F 

grade is usually associated with a bad stigma, which this group wishes to avoid for 

\usin_ss_s’ s[k_. A gr[^ing system helps to measure, report and document the 

business competitiveness of a company. In our context, the grades showcase the 

]omp[ny’s _nvironm_nt[l p_r`orm[n]_ [n^ [llow companies below the A grade to 

have measurable targets to work towards greener practices. 
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The group believes that the scheme can enhance their green business prospects. 

This scheme is similar to and can be aligned with ISO 14031 which looks at the 

environmental performance of the organisation, where the amount of packaging 

waste generated can be used as an indicator. 

Since MPR data submission happens annually, grades will be applicable for each year, 

giving companies an incentive to pursue a higher grade in the subsequent year. 

Grading will also be based on a bell curve so that grading is relative to other 

companies in the same industry, creating an element of intra-industry competition. 

Grades will be given to the company as a whole (rather than per individual product) 

[n^ pu\lish_^ in v[rious m_^i[ su]h [s th_ ]_rti`ying \o^y’s w_\sit_; [nd for the sake 

of their green credibility, companies may choose  to advertise their green packaging 

grades on their products, at their own expense. Following MPR requirements, this 

grading scheme will be mandatory for companies of annual turnover above SGD $10 

million, and voluntary for the companies that fall below. Mandatory participation of 

larger companies in the GGS ensures that there is coordinated action within the 

industry and players will not suffer the first-mover disadvantage. 

The stakeholders involved are supermarkets, suppliers, food and beverage (F&B) 

companies, retailers, MICE and catering operators. Our group envisions the GGS to 

run as a partnership between NEA and NGO such as the Singapore Environmental 

Council (SEC) as the certifying body. An NGO third-party is necessary to avoid conflict 

of interest. The SEC is the preferred certification body as the organisation has vast 

experience in providing certifications such as the Singapore Green Label and the Eco 

Series. Moreover, th_ GGS ][n \_ int_gr[t_^ with SEC’s  _xisting ]_rti`i][tions in 

order to reduce over-labelling.   

 

Figure 1. Working Mechanism Of The Green Grading Scheme 
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Purpose of the Advisory Committee 

Before the launch of the GGS, the group recommends that the NEA and the SEC 

convene an advisory committee which consists of experts from various industries, 

academia and NGOs to determine a fair criterion suitable for the grading. The 

]ommitt__’s rol_ is to ][r_`ully ]onsi^_r how to utilis_ th_ \_low MPR ^[t[ `i_lds so 

that the grading does not inadvertently favour or penalise particular companies within 

each sector (e.g. by comparing dissimilar entities with the same metric):  

● Annual Turnover 

● Packaging Materials/Packaging Forms and its weights 

● Further details like type of materials 

● Other information could be, the company industry, number of products sold, 

etc. 

 

Figure 2. Screenshot of the report template from the NEA'S MPR guidelines 

Suggested Implementation Timeline of the Green Grading Scheme 
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POSITIVE IMPACTS 

● The GGS gives an incentive for businesses to compete amongst themselves 

[n^ _[]h oth_r. It _n]our[g_s ]omp[ni_s to “^o \_tt_r” [n^ [im `or th_ s[m_ 

or better grade for the next assessment. It also spurs inter-company 

competition as the grades are relative to their industry peers. 

● The GGS helps to create business and customer awareness by identifying 

which businesses are doing their part in reducing packaging waste. 

● This scheme can be used by businesses for “Environm_nt[l Br[n^ing” to 

showcase their green practice and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). 

● The scheme can also help to enhance green procurement in Singapore. It 

could be used as an additional criterion during the tendering process where for 

instance, the companies could add into the terms and conditions to only 

procure products from Grade A and B companies. 

● The scheme complements existing green initiatives like the Singapore Green 

Label Scheme (SGLS) from SEC and the PACT (Plastic ACTion) from WWF- 

Singapore. 

● The scheme leverages the upcoming MPR by providing an additional sense of 

purpose for businesses to go Green. It gives businesses a clearer purpose in 

conducting the MPR. 
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NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION PLANS  

 

Negative Impacts Mitigation Plans 

Exclusion of small businesses below the 

S$10 million turnover 

Encourage small businesses to 

participate in the scheme voluntarily. In 

the future, NEA may review the MPR 

requirements so as to include these 

businesses. 

Possi\ility o` „L_[rn_^ h_lpl_ssn_ss’  

_.g. “i` th_ \usin_ss pr[]ti]_s ]oul^ not 

\_ improv_^, why \oth_r trying”  

NEA-SEC shall proactively work with 

these businesses to help them improve 

their processes by providing them with 

funding and resources, especially before 

GGS roll-out. Th_ MPR’s _xisting 3R 

framework would also give companies 

clear and realistic action points to 

achieve a higher grade.  

“E]o-sh[ming” [n^ th_ possi\ility th[t 

the  grade is mis-associated  with  

product quality 

NEA-SEC to continually clarify to the 

public and businesses, that poor grades 

do not imply poor product quality.   

Labelling Fatigue The scheme can integrate with other 

existing green initiatives like the 

Singapore Green Label Scheme (e.g. a 

composite label that holds both SG 

Green Label as well as GGS grade) 

Fear of Extra Labelling Cost As mentioned, the grades should only be 

displayed at storefronts, warehouse, and 

factories [n^ pu\lish_^ [t th_ ]omp[ny’s 

website. It is not mandatory to showcase 

grades on products. 
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8 | Ecological Material Tax 
 

INTRODUCTION 

A scattered regulatory framework of incentives and punitives targeted at disposable 

usage undergirds the excessive consumption of disposables in Singapore.  

Producers, suppliers, distributors and retailers along the supply chain are neither held 

responsible nor incentivised to reduce externalities arising from over-consumption of 

disposables. 

Efforts in reducing excessive disposable consumption is driven by the Singapore 

Packaging Agreement, an agreement between Government and industries to reduce 

packaging use, and the to-be-implemented Resource Sustainability Act, which 

mandates large industry players to report data on packaging use62 and submit plans 

for reducing, reusing and recycling packaging63. Meanwhile, most grassroots efforts 

are directed at consumers, such as plastic bag surcharges at supermarkets64 and 

bring-your-own (BYO) campaigns. 

We recognise that targeting upstream players in the supply chain to reduce 

disposable usage will positively push players downstream to follow suit. Thus, we 

believe a well-defined system of incentives and penalties aimed at upstream players 

would better shift the market towards reducing disposable usage beyond voluntary 

schemes and information sharing. 

  

                                                
62

  Resource Sustainability Act (No. 29 of 2019, 2019) s 20(1) 
63

  Resource Sustainability Act (No. 29 of 2019, 2019) s 20(2) 
64

 F[irpri]_.]om.sg. 2019. NTUC F[irpri]_’s “No Pl[sti] B[g” Tri[l S__s Positiv_ Ch[ng_ In BYOB H[\its; Initi[tiv_ 
To Be Extended To 25 Stores For A Year 28 December 2020. 
https://www.fairprice.com.sg/wps/portal/fp/pressreleases/2019/No%20Plastic%20Bag%20trial%20sees%20positive
%20change%20in%20BYOB%20habits 
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RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

We propose an ecological materials tax framework that penalises industry players 

based on the life-cycle impact of packaging materials through a tax and rebate 

system. This framework considers both the volume of disposables introduced to the 

market and the extent of environmental damage caused by each type of disposable.  

Key Objectives 

● To incentivise the shift towards packaging volume reduction and redesigning 

sustainable packaging  

● To build a robust recycling industry by increasing both the volume of 

recyclable materials and demand for recycled materials in packaging 

manufacture 

● To recommend upstream efforts targeting the supply chain to effect systemic 

change and long-term impact 

We envision materials with the least climate impact based on life-cycle assessments 

and most easily recyclable to be co-opted into packaging design amongst local 

companies, beyond packaging reduction measures. Thus, besides minimising the 

amount of redundant packaging introduced into the market, companies are also 

incentivized to explore more sustainable materials for the remainder of packaging 

us_^. T[x_s ]oll_]t_^ [r_ to \_ r_inv_st_^ into Sing[por_’s r_]y]ling in`r[stru]tur_ 

and programmes to educate the industry and community on sustainability.  

In line with the objective of becoming a Zero-Waste Nation stated in the Sustainable 

Singapore Blueprint65, recycling readiness, capacity and infrastructure will be 

enhanced in the coming years amongst the Government, community and industries as 

well as a move towards minimizing waste generation.  

Our recommendation synergises with the aforementioned objective as the framework 

pushes companies to reduce packaging waste volume and re-evaluate packaging 

design and business models to improve their recoverability and recyclability. The 

recommendation also bolsters the upcoming Extended Producer Responsibility 

framework for packaging waste in 2025 by holding upstream players liable. 

 

 

 

                                                
65

 Ministry o` Environm_nt [n^ W[t_r R_sour]_s.“Sust[in[\l_ Sing[por_ Blu_print 2015”. 2015. N]]s.Gov.Sg. 
https://www.nccs.gov.sg/docs/default-source/default-document-library/sustainable-singapore-blueprint-2015.pdf. 
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Tax Scope 

To st[n^[r^iz_ with NEA’s M[n^[tory P[]k[ging R_porting gui^_lin_s66, the tax will 

be imposed on 4 categories of packaging: 

 

Packaging that remains in the possession of the producer for purpose of reuse is not 

taxed. 

Case Study: France’s Eco-Modulation Fees 

France has implemented eco-modulation fees since 2016 to combat excessive 

packaging waste.  The following table shows the 2019 Tariffs by Material67 . 

 

                                                
66

N[tion[l Environm_nt Ag_n]y. “M[n^[tory P[]k[ging R_porting R_quir_m_nts un^_r th_ R_sour]_ Sust[in[\ility 

A]t”. 2020. N_[.Gov.Sg. https://www.n_[.gov.sg/^o]s/^_`[ult-source/default-document-library/mpr-resource-

slides-as-of-27-july-2020.pdf 
67

 Eunomi[ R_s_[r]h [n^ Consulting. „Stu^y to Support Pr_p[r[tion o` th_ Commission’s Gui^[n]_ `or Ext_n^_^ 

Pro^u]_r R_sponsi\ility S]h_m_s’. P[g_ 167. 27 April 2020. 

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/studies/pdf/DG%20Env%20EPR%20Guidance%20-

%20Final%20Report_FOR%20PUBLICATION.pdf 
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Additional discounts and penalties68 are added on top of these base tax rates to 

incentivize change and dis-incentivize maintaining the status quo. 

 

The aforementioned policy led to a 600,000 kg decrease in clear PVC bottles from 

2012 to 2015 as a result of its disruptor fee for specifically defined disruptive 

packaging. 

The discount for reduction in packing weight has incentivized a 4.4% increase in the 

types of packaging saw its weight reduced, while maintaining the same volume of 

product between 2012 and 2015. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
68

R_sour]_ R_]y]ling Syst_ms. „Imp[]t o` EPR `or PPP on P[]k[ging D_sign’. P[g_ 2. 2019. 

https://www.oregon.gov/deq/recycling/Documents/rscRRSpackage.pdf 
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Implementation and Timeline 

The implementation of our ecological materials tax framework is summarized below: 

 

Our recommendation can be split into the following phases: 

(a) Pivot 

(b) Pilot 

(c) Ramp 

 

Pivot 

This initial phase involves the Government studying the packaging waste situation to 

prepare industries for the pivot towards packaging waste reduction. 

First, an announcement on the timeline forewarns businesses about the policy. 

Relevant government agencies will conduct industry consultations with major 

businesses and SMEs to understand the current capacity for packaging reduction and 

recycling and assistance required from key stakeholders. Industry and subject matter 

experts will be consulted on which packaging materials to penalise or incentivise. 

Concurrently, producers, distributors and retailers are to submit every product on the 

market for life-cycle assessment (LCA) of the packaging used to an independent body 

i.e. Singapore Environment Council. A compendium of LCAs for the packaging of 

every product will set a benchmark for the tax framework and understanding of 

packaging material diversity across the local supply chain. This compendium 

synergises with the packaging waste volume data collected from the Mandatory Data 

Reporting (MDR) scheme required of large companies by the Resource Sustainability 

Act.  
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Then, a preliminary tax and rebate framework for all types of base materials will be 

drafted, with additional mitigating or aggravating factors, for example, whether the 

packaging is a mono-material or a composite, ease of separability (physically 

separable or fused together) or whether locally recycled or shipped overseas. The 

framework requires a high level of granularity to be effective. 

The tax framework is announced with grants to help companies pivot towards 

reducing packaging waste or co-opting for sustainable packaging, and programmes 

to educate companies on this policy.  

Pilot 

In this phase, the tax framework is applied solely to the beverages industry. Upon 

reporting the packaging waste generated or introduced through the MDR, companies 

are to pay a tax or receive rebates based on the amount of waste generated and how 

environmentally damaging it is, as per the framework. Discussions will be held with 

affected companies to understand the challenges they face under the framework, and 

fine-tuning of policy can commence. The Pilot synergises with the deposit refund 

scheme for beverage containers to be launched in 202269.  

The MDR will be expanded to co-opt more companies to get a whole-of-market 

understanding of packaging waste generation. Consultations with major industry 

players in each sector will be held in preparation of the Ramp phase.  

Ramp 

In this phase, the framework will be rolled out across the market in phases. With prior 

consultations and analysis of MDR data, industry sectors that are most ready to be 

subjected to the tax and are critical to minimizing packaging waste are decided upon. 

Announcements of which sectors and schedules will inform the industry. Grants and 

education programmes to help with the pivot will be available at the start of each 

phase. 

POSITIVE IMPACTS 

By targeting upstream producers, distributors and retailers, our recommendation 

reaps many downstream benefits: 

1. Targets packaging at the production and distribution stage. 

2. Diverts waste away from incineration and recycling is enhanced. 

                                                
69

 National Environment Agency. "NEA To Implement Deposit Refund Scheme (DRS) By 2022 As First Phase Of 
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) Framework For Packaging Waste Management". 2020. Nea.Gov.Sg. 
https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/news/news/index/nea-to-implement-deposit-refund-scheme-as-first-phase-of-
extended-producer-responsibility-framework. 
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3. Companies are given a consistent and clear economic incentive to reduce 

packaging waste and swap to more sustainable ones; more flexible and subtle 

market intervention.  

4. Greater demand for reduced and sustainable packaging models in the 

market, sparking innovation in relevant areas.  

5. Reduces generation of all packaging types since the tax framework is based 

on material composition; policy scope is broader with larger positive 

environmental impact. 

Our recommendation works in tandem with existing government policies, such as the 

MDR stipulated by the Resource Sustainability Act and deposit refund scheme. The 

result is a more tangible path towards a fully circular economy, a robust Extended 

Producer Responsibility framework in Singapore and a complement to upcoming local 

recycling infrastructure projects. 

NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION PLANS 

We propose mitigation measures in response to each challenge our recommendation 

may have: 

Negative Impacts Mitigation Plan 

Highly complex and 

globalised supply chain 

means packaging source 

and composition is 

difficult to determine  

Phased implementation to ease companies into transition. 

Work with major companies representing the bulk of the 

m[rk_t’s pro^u]ts (i._. [nnu[l turnov_r o` $10m).  

Taxing framework to give rebates for locally sourced 

materials and packaging. 

Complex supply chain 

means overhaul costs 

outweigh tax 

disincentives 

Market evaluation together with MDR data should lead to a 

tax framework that can encourage companies to overhaul 

so that it is more financially sustainable in the long run 

Consumers incurring 

expenditure increase 

and may have decision 

fatigue 

A recent consultancy report from India reports that 

packaging costs make up 7% to 11% of the sale price for 

fast-moving consumer goods (FMCGs)70. However, the 

tendency of FMCGs to retain its consumer base would 

deter cost increases. 

                                                
70

Mordor Intelligence LLP. 2020. "FMCG Packaging Market - Growth, Trends, And Forecast (2019-2024)". 
Reportlinker.Com. https://www.reportlinker.com/p05821498/FMCG-Packaging-Market-Growth-Trends-and-
Forecast.html?utm_source=GNW. 
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Compendium of packaging LCAs across the market can be 

made public and simple graded labels can be designed for 

consumers to make informed decisions at a glance. 

Certain materials not 

recyclable and 

alternative packaging 

does not exist 

Yearly evaluation of tax frameworks and periodic business 

consultations will fine-tune taxes and rebates to relieve 

such situations. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Whilst our recommendation pivots the market towards reduced and sustainable 

packaging models through a carrot-and-stick approach, the framework may be 

challenging to apply. The presently complex global supply chains complicates 

packaging tracing and this presents as inertia for many companies from pivoting.  

However, through a concerted Government-industry partnership, such an evaluation 

of supply chains and the market is possible. The long-term benefits from pivoting 

towards reduced and sustainable packaging models for both industry and community 

will far outweigh the high initial resource and manpower costs. 
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9 | Nationwide Reusable Dining-ware Scheme  

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of over-consumption of disposables in Singapore stems from a 

scattered regulatory framework. Voluntary BYO schemes are less effective in 

achieving wide-spread change in behaviour. Vendors who had pushed for BYO 

schemes felt that they were not on the same level playing field as others who 

remained status quo. Consumer awareness of the after-life treatment of disposables is 

low and impact of excessive use of disposables is not well known. 

This means that supply chain stakeholders are not held responsible for the 

externalities arising from over-consumption of disposables, and are not incentivised 

to change their habits of convenience.  

As Sing[por_’s only l[n^`ill will \_ running out o` sp[]_ in 2035, th_r_ is [n urg_nt 

need to reduce the use of disposables. Instead of waiting for voluntary changes in 

pro^u]_rs’ [n^ ]onsum_rs’ \_h[viour, w_ think t[rgeted legislative changes will be 

more effective in achieving desired results. 

Key Objectives 

This proposal looks to achieve a reduction in the use of disposables at all F&B outlets 

for dine-in purposes and reduce the use of disposable takeaway boxes. The 

Nationwide Reusable Dining-ware Scheme offers a convenient alternative to 

customers who find bringing their own container a hassle, especially as we work 

towards the recommended ban on takeaway boxes in Phase 3 of the implementation. 

 

RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

The target of our 2nd proposal to launch a Nationwide Reusable Dining-ware Scheme 

is towards a total ban of disposables for all local F&B outlets including: 

● Hawker centers 

● Food courts 

● Restaurants  

● Events catering  

This scheme takes a two-pronged and phased approach to address the need of both 

dine-in and take-away customers. 

For dine-in customers, we recommend a total ban on the use of disposables. This 

has already been implemented at hawker centers under the NEA Productive Hawker 

Centers (PHC) scheme.  For takeaway purpose, customers could BYOB or participate 
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in the Nationwide Reusable Containers Scheme. This proposal targets ubiquitous 

rectangle boxes, not customized boxes for different cuisines. 

For takeaway customers, vendors will be supplied with reusable takeaway 

containers. Participating customers will need to sign up for an account and make an 

initial deposit. Each customer will have a charge deducted per box when they check 

out the container for takeaway. The deposit will subsequently be refunded upon the 

return of the container. However, a charge could be deducted from the deposit if the 

container is not returned after a number of days. This system is similar to the 

barePack system that has been rolled out in Singapore. We hope to work with them 

together with NEA to bring the system nationwide. 
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Implementation and Timeline 

 

Phase 1 

Users will need to empty out their food waste in the containers before returning them 

to any participating vendor. If users have 5 or more containers, they can arrange for 

the containers to be picked up and returned to the nearest cleaning facilities. To ease 

the return of containers, we are looking to set up collection vending machines, much 

like the plastic bottle recycling ones. These vending machines could be set up at 

convenient high traffic locations like NTUC, 7-11 or MRT stations. QR codes on the 

containers can be used to track the usage of the containers. 

Phase 2 

With the ban of disposables, the supply, collection, cleaning of reusable dining-ware 

will become the top priority for hawker centers and food courts. The need to increase 

efficiency of dishwashing efficiencies can be addressed by installing Centralised 

Dishwashing Facilities (CDF) for all hawker centers. CDFs will handle all dining-ware 

from the hawker centers as well as the reusable containers. All containers should be 

tracked by QR code so the scheme can be further optimised down the road. 
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Initiatives Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

Ban of 

Disposables 

for Dining-In 

Planning, industry 

consultation and 

increase public 

awareness of the 

scheme through public 

education 

Launch scheme 

Engage more hawker 

centres and F&B outlets 

 

Reusable 

Container 

Scheme 

Planning, industry 

consultation and 

increase public 

awareness of the 

scheme 

Pilot trial at 5 hawker 

centers 

Engage relevant parties to 

set up more collection 

points, and more hawker 

centres and F&B outlets 

for roll out 

Study feasibility of 

container return vending 

machines and identify 

possible vendors, then 

refine charging system 

Launch scheme 

and impose ban 

on disposable 

takeaway boxes 

Installation 

of 

Centralized 

Dishwashing 

Facilities 

Survey and identify 

suitable locations for 

facilities.  

Roll out plan to install 

more facilities island-

wide. 

Continue with installation of more centralized 

washing facilities 

 

POSITIVE IMPACTS 

1. Significantly reduces the use of disposable dining ware and achieves long-term 

imp[]t \y [lt_ring ]onsum_rs’ \_h[viour. 

2. Centralized washing facilities address the manpower shortage problem by 

assigning an operator to handle the collection, cleaning and redistribution of 

dishes. The on-site location also removes transportation costs of dishes and 

results in faster turnaround time for stalls. 

3. Reduces breakage and theft of dishes and cutleries.   

4. Reusable containers can be conveniently returned to any participating outlets 

including hawker centers. The containers will be washed by the outlets or 

centralized washing facilities and redistributed to stalls.  
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5. Ensures good hygiene standards with automated collection and washing of 

containers.  Centralised washing facilities could achieve higher standards of 

cleanliness versus manual wash. 

 

NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION PLANS 

Negative Impacts Mitigation Plans 

Negative impact on 

vendors of 

disposables 

Vendors will be given time to wind down their stocks.  

Government could consider providing subsidies for vendors 

of disposables to move to other industries. 

Lack of centralized 

dishwashing facilities 

Need more detailed study to assess the suitability and cost 

of installing CDF at existing hawker centers. 

Logistics in handling 

of reusable takeaway 

containers 

Scheme could be implemented in stages. Currently, 

barePack allows users to return at any outlet within their 

network. We could follow the same system until more return 

points are set up. Need discussion with owners of buildings 

and other locations.   

Catering for the 

demand for different 

sizes of containers 

Focus on standard boxes for the time being. Use QR code to 

track boxes. 

Identify a suitable cost 

structure and charging 

mechanism 

Either the current barePack subscription based charging 

mechanism or individual charge-rebate system. 

Segregation of Halal 

vs non-Halal food 

Start with non-Halal food until more return points could be 

set up to cater for segregation.   
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CONCLUSION 

Reducing the use of disposables is a continuous journey that could only be successful 

with the right legislation and accompanying effort to change the mindset and 

behaviour of consumers in the long-t_rm. W_ ][n’t _mph[siz_ _nough th_ import[n]_ 

of early education on the effect of disposables and encouraging the correct 

behaviours at schools, at homes and at work. Only through a concerted effort by all 

parties, guided by the framework set by the government, could we achieve the target 

of reducing the use of disposables and keep it that way. 
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10 | Driving Behavioural Changes Using Nudges 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the key factors identified by the Workgroup that leads to excessive 

consumption of disposables is the prioritisation of convenience by businesses and 

consumers. This is caused by the widespread availability of free disposables that 

^_`in_s ]onsum_rs’ [ttitu^_s tow[r^s using ^ispos[\l_s. 

Consumers have come to see plastic bags as an entitlement and an expected part of 

retail service71. At the same time, they ^on’t h[v_ m[ny options to \uy p[]k[ging-free 

products, due to the entrenched use of single-use disposables in the retail supply 

chain. As a result, consumers have grown used to this negative consumption pattern 

that values convenience.  

Businesses need to reduce food waste, maintain hygiene, provide product 

information and ensure customer satisfaction, but also use excessive packaging to 

drive sales.  

R_]omm_n^[tion: St[k_hol^_rs ][n “nu^g_” ]onsum_rs to ^riv_ \_h[viour[l 

changes and move towards more responsible consumption practices. 

 

RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

A nudge is an intervention used to steer individuals or groups towards a desired 

behaviour by leveraging behavioural insights, complementing or strengthening 

traditional approaches72 such as bans, taxes or education, and preventing unintended 

consequences73.  

B_h[viour[l s]i_n]_ shows th[t [ simpl_ “nu^g_” tow[r^s r_sponsi\l_ ]onsumption is 

a powerful spur to environmental action. Techniques such as gentle persuasion, 

providing timely information, changing the framing of choices, or providing 

alternatives can all lead towards responsible consumption74. The scope of this 

solution will focus on implementing nudges in the context of a supermarket in 

Singapore, given its importance in the plastic bag ecosystem. 

 

                                                
71

 Commentary: A case for making plastic bags in Singapore ugly – or even embarrassing 
72

 Chandra, G. (2020). Non-monetary intervention to discourage consumption of single-use plastic bags. 
Behavioural Public Policy, 1-14. 
73

 'Bags for life' making plastic problem worse, say campaigners  
74

 United Nations Environment Programme, GRID-Arendal and Behavioural Insights Team (2020). The Little Book 
of Green Nudges: 40 Nudges to Spark Sustainable Behaviour on Campus. Nairobi and Arendal: UNEP and GRID-
Arendal. 

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/commentary/singapore-plastic-bag-charge-ban-waste-recycle-reuse-pollution-12989408
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/nov/28/bags-for-life-making-plastic-problem-worse-say-campaigners
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A. Understanding User Behaviour: A user journey mapping in a supermarket was 

done from the point of decision-making till checkout and exit, to understand user 

behaviour and the barriers and opportunities presented at each step. 

Behavioural insights frameworks such as SHIFT, EAST and MINDSPACE provide 

information on closing the intention-action gap which is often a barrier towards 

sustainable consumption. Since there are multiple barriers to sustainable behavior 

change, the solution combines strategies, as studies have shown that combining 

strategies can be more impactful than any single strategy when it comes to driving 

behavioural change75. 

 
Fig. 1: User Journey Mapping 

B. Designing Interventions: Some of the barriers identified are addressed with 

simple, low-level nudges like posters or messages that offer information. Others 

may require a higher level of intervention to change behaviours, depending on the 

priorities and targets set by businesses.  

1. Decision, Travel and Navigation Within Supermarkets 

Barriers at this point include forgetting to take reusable bags before going shopping, 

misguided attitudes or lack of information. These are addressed with simple nudges 

such as prompts, reminders and messages: 

No. Intervention Implemented By 

i Fri^g_ m[gn_ts, or sti]k_rs (simil[r to NEA’s D_ngu_ 

Prevention campaign76) with m_ss[g_s lik_ “R_m_m\_r To 

BYO” or “Don’t Forg_t Your R_us[\l_ B[gs”, [s p[rt o` [ 

NEA 

                                                
75

 White K, Habib R, Hardisty DJ. How to SHIFT Consumer Behaviors to be More Sustainable: A Literature Review 
and Guiding Framework. Journal of Marketing. 2019;83(3):22-49. doi:10.1177/0022242919825649 
76

 NEA Launches A New Campaign Urging Residents To Sustain Dengue Prevention Efforts   

https://www.nea.gov.sg/media/news/news/index/nea-launches-a-new-campaign-urging-residents-to-sustain-dengue-prevention-efforts-during-the-year-end-holiday-season-to-prevent-a-second-dengue-peak-this-year
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n[tionwi^_ BYO or “Wh[t’s Your B[g Pl[n?” ][mp[ign.  

ii Posters or stickers in lifts and HDB lift lobbies, as part of a 

similar campaign as the above 

NEA 

iii A r_min^_r `_[tur_ in sup_rm[rk_ts’ _xisting [pps to ]ultiv[t_ 

a bring-your-own (BYO) behaviour in consumers, similar to 

measures adopted by supermarkets like Waitrose77, 

Woolworths78 

Supermarkets 

iv Messages79 leveraging on social norms or providing 

awareness or information on tangible outcomes could be 

provi^_^ in th_ `orm o` [^s or post_rs [long [ us_r’s journ_y 

to the supermarket, such as in bus stops, MRT stations, 

shopping malls with retail stores, or even at the supermarket. 

These could also help to reinforce existing staff nudges. 

NEA, 

Supermarkets 

 

 

Figure 2: Example of WoolWorths App Reminder⁸ 

 

Figure 3: Examples80 of Posters and Ads at Bus Stops, MRT Stations  
 
 

                                                
77 Carrier bags changes  
78

 Woolworths Supermarket - Buy Groceries Online  
79

 De Groot, J.I.; Abrahamse, W.; Jones, K. Persuasive Normative Messages: The Influence of Injunctive and 
Personal Norms on Using Free Plastic Bags. Sustainability 2013, 5, 1829-1844.  
80

 Charge for use or nudge to reuse? ; What's Your Bag Plan?; Zero Waste SG 

https://www.waitrose.com/content/waitrose/en/home/inspiration/about_waitrose/the_waitrose_way/carrier-bag-charges.html
https://www.woolworths.com.au/shop/discover/about-us/woolworths-app
https://www.behavioraleconomics.com/charge-use-nudge-reuse-suggestions-policy-interventions-discourage-plastic-consumption/
https://www.swan.wa.gov.au/News-Media/2018/News-focus-stories/Whats-Your-Bag-Plan
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2. Loose Produce Section 

Most supermarkets offer packaging-free products such as loose produce, with an 

option of bagging it with a plastic produce bag that consolidates loose items by type, 

enables easy sealing to prevent items from falling out, and affixing a price tag. While 

this is convenient, the free flow of produce bags poses a barrier towards responsible 

consumption. 

To propose alternatives, zero-waste practices used by wet markets were studied, 

while attempting to retain the advantages of the plastic produce bag. One way to 

implement this is by eliminating plastic produce bags and providing store-issued 

mesh bags with drawstrings. These are used to segregate produce by type, fasten the 

bag using a drawstring, weigh produce and affix price tag. The produce could also be 

weighed at the counter by checkout staff, who will empty it directly into the 

customer's shopping bag and retain the mesh-bag. This can be complemented with 

messages in the loose produce section that educate the consumer about this 

practice.  

 

 

Figure 4: Example of Mesh Produce Bag at Lidl Supermarket81 

 

Figure 5: Proposed Design for In-store Produce Bag  

                                                
81

 Lidl and other Czech supermarkets to eliminate single-use plastic bags for fruits and veggies 

https://news.expats.cz/prague-shopping/czech-branch-of-lidl-joins-other-chains-to-cut-single-use-plastic-bags/
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3. Within Aisles 

One of the strategies adopted by supermarkets worldwide to reduce packaging 

waste is the Reuse/Refill model, where supermarkets sell products without any 

packaging and encourage customers to bring their own containers or offer reusables.  

While this concept is not new to Singapore and there are some efforts being taken by 

supermarkets82 in this area, the scale is not sufficient to make an impact. Several 

[sp_]ts o` th_ r_us_/r_`ill mo^_l w_r_ stu^i_^ to improv_ [n^ [^[pt it `or Sing[por_’s 

supermarkets. This model has seen some success in reducing packaging waste, but 

also faces challenges83 such as, maintaining hygiene & freshness, and dealing with 

op_r[tion[l issu_s lik_ w[st[g_ [n^ spill[g_ [rising `rom ]ustom_rs’ l[]k o` 

awareness. For smaller players, getting suppliers to sell in bulk and being able to 

establish economies of scale with cost savings were other issues. 

POSITIVE IMPACTS 

Prompts, Reminders & Messages: NEA has shared that based on past studies done 

by them in areas on sustainable actions, it was found that possible barriers include 

lack of knowledge of correct practices and uncertainties of the outcomes and 

consequences. This gap can be reduced by providing the right information and 

]hoi]_s ]los_r to th_ point o` ]onsum_r’s ^_]ision-making, making it easier for them. 

Mesh bag: A zero-waste option that can be cleaned and maintained like shopping 

baskets, and ^o_sn’t t[k_ up mu]h sp[]_ in th_ stor_. H[s th_ pot_nti[l to _limin[t_ 

plastic produce bags and change behaviours associated with it by complementing it 

with legislation like bans. 

Reuse/ Refill Model: UK Supermarkets like Waitrose are reporting that the response 

to th_ir “Unp[]k_^” s]h_m_ h[s \__n “ov_rwh_lmingly positiv_ [n^ s[l_s h[^ 

ov_rt[k_n thos_ o` _quiv[l_nt p[]k[g_^ pro^u]ts”84, and will be rolling out the 

scheme to more stores. Some supermarkets in Singapore have been trialing this in 

small scales, lik_ Col^ Stor[g_’s Alison’s P[ntry, F[irPri]_ Xtr[’s \ulk `oo^ s_]tion [t 

VivoCity¹², to name a few, and could explore this on a larger scale. Supermarkets also 

have some advantages that could be leveraged to trial this on a larger scale:  

● Better negotiating power with suppliers to sell certain products in bulk and 

establish economies of scale, as compared to smaller players in the market.  

● Established brand name  

● Offer a range of packaging options in addition to other products  

                                                
82

 Alison's Pantry ; FairPrice Xtra VivoCity | Shopping in Harbourfront, Singapore 
83

 Mixed fortunes of zero-waste stores in Singapore: More effort needed for culture to take off  
84

 Waitrose extends 'bring your own containers' anti-plastic scheme ;  Waitrose Unpacked refillables test to launch 
in more shops after positive response in Oxford   

https://coldstorage.com.sg/our-exclusive-brands/alison-s-pantry
https://www.timeout.com/singapore/shopping/fairprice-xtra-vivocity
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/zero-waste-grocery-stores-challenges-12093606
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-oxfordshire-49183051
https://waitrose.pressarea.com/pressrelease/details/78/0/11388
https://waitrose.pressarea.com/pressrelease/details/78/0/11388
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● This will also be beneficial to the Mandatory Packaging Reporting85 exercise.  

Once the trial is successful, supermarkets could also explore partnerships with 3rd 

party companies to provide a circular model of reusable containers for customers who 

want to buy packaging-free products. 

NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION PLANS 

Type Of 

Nudge 

Negative Impacts Mitigation Plans 

Prompts, 

Reminders 

and 

Messages 

Could be ignored or left 

unnoticed due to 

information overload or 

poster fatigue 

Can be mitigated by framing the right issue 

and focusing on providing targeted 

messages in a timely manner, making them 

simple & attractive.  

Mesh Bag  Customers might take the 

bags with them 
● Create a different identity through 

design. Coloured bags that match the 

shopping basket can be used (creating 

association with store-issued items). 

Sup_rm[rk_t’s n[m_/logo ][n \_ print_^ 

clearly on the bag with messages like 

“R_turn to stor_ [`t_r us_” or “Property 

o` XYZ Sup_rm[rk_t”. Displ[y ]l_[r signs 

at self-checkout area to return the bag 

● Provide education and information to 

staff/customers in the form of posters or 

videos 

More time taken at 

checkout for staff to empty 

contents into shopping bag 

Explore sturdier material that is easier for 

emptying contents and train staff  

Reuse/ 

Refill 

Model 

Sup_rm[rk_ts ^on’t h[v_ 

the full power to make 

]h[ng_s [t th_ suppli_rs’ 

end given the large and 

complex supply chain 

● Start small, by conducting trials with 

housebrand products or products which 

are packaged here  

● Subsequently scale up after discussions 

with suppliers.  

Customers can misuse and 

cause operational issues 

● Provide tamper-proof and easy to use 

dispensers 

                                                
85

 NEA, Mandatory Packaging Reporting 

https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/waste-management/mandatory-packaging-reporting
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● Complement with providing education 

and awareness to staff and customers.  

Customers might still prefer 

packaged products due to 

convenience or misguided 

perceptions towards 

hygiene, freshness etc. 

To mitigate this, supermarkets can 

explore²:  

● Dedicating a section of the store to this 

and using branding to create a strong and 

unique retail experience 

● Offering attractive discounts on 

packaging-free products 

● Engaging the community through 

feedback exercises to attract more 

customers & maximize awareness 

 

CONCLUSION 

As governments worldwide attempt to tackle the problem of disposables through 

legislative measures such as taxes or bans, there could be some unintended 

consequences, such as shifting the problem to another alternative or resulting in 

misguided attitudes. Nudges can help to fill this gap where traditional approaches 

have been found lacking, by removing the barriers in question, providing the right 

information in a timely manner, or by leveraging aspects of behavioural insights such 

as social influence, feeling and cognition, or tangibility of outcomes.  

Although the scope of this solution focused on implementing nudges in supermarkets, 

this ][n [lso \_ [^[pt_^ `or oth_r [r_[s o` r_t[il ]onsumption lik_ h[wk_r’s ]_ntr_s, 

online food or grocery deliveries, etc. to change consumer behaviour.  

As with other recommendations, nudges have their limitations. A single strategy such 

as providing information or creating awareness, or banning plastic bags alone cannot 

drive behaviour change. While these measures can have some impact, long-term 

behaviour change cannot be expected unless it is accompanied by additional efforts 

by stakeholders such as removing barriers, rethinking business models or providing 

alternatives86.  

 

 

                                                
86

 Campbell-Arvai, Victoria & Arvai, Joseph & Kalof, Linda. (2014). Motivating Sustainable Food Choices: The Role 
of Nudges, Value Orientation, and Information Provision. Environment and Behavior. 46. 453-475. 
10.1177/0013916512469099.  
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11 | RE:BAG 
 

INTRODUCTION 

The Workgroup has identified businesses and consumers prioritizing convenience as 

one of the key factors in the over-consumption of disposables in Singapore. Root 

causes for that convenience include: 

● Widespread availability of free disposables versus the lack of affordable 

reusables at the point of sale. 

● Entrenched practices in th_ \usin_ss supply ]h[in ]oupl_^ with ]onsum_rs’ 

familiarity and acceptance towards using disposables. 

● The lack of awareness of the environmental impact of disposables and viable 

alternatives. 

● Current low economic costs for the use of disposables by both businesses and 

consumers. 

Our proposed solution addresses the above root causes by making reusables free-to-

use for consumers, having them readily available at the point-of-sale, with minimal 

^isruption to ]onsum_rs’ \uying \_h[vior [n^ r_l[tiv_ _[s_ of implementation for 

businesses. 

RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

The Big Idea: Making Reusables Exceptionally Convenient 

 

Figure [1]: Features of RE:BAG 

The RE:BAG initiative creates a deposit system for the use and return of reusable 

carrier bags. Its operating model aims to reduce the consumption of disposable 

carrier bags, improve the reuse cycles of reusable bags, and to collect damaged and 

discarded reusable bags for recycling more efficiently. This would create a full circular 

economy for carrier bags in the future. 
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Figure [2]: Lifecycle87 of Carrier Bags 

With reference to Figure [x], the steps involved for a consumer using RE:BAG is as 

follow: 

1. Pay a refundable deposit for a RE:BAG at the checkout counter.  

2. Reuse RE:BAG an optimal number of times for maximum cash rebates. 

3. Return at conveniently located collection points for the deposit refund 

regardless of bag condition. 

Apart from the effort required to return RE:BAG, the process mirrors the original 

consumer purchasing behavior without the RE:BAG system. At net zero cost, this 

allows consumers who left their reusable bags at home to pay a deposit for another 

RE:BAG and to return it for a full refund when required. At the collection points, 

RE:BAGs will be sorted for repair, recycling or redistribution back into the system. All 

used and repaired bags will be professionally cleaned and disinfected before being 

packed into a dispensable format for sale at the checkout counters. 

Using established barcode/RFID technology, RE:BAG tags are processed as regular 

inventory for participating merchants. Tagging allows RE:BAG usage to be tracked 

and provides a data-centric approach to determine deposit/incentive/charge levels for 

                                                
87

 A Position Paper, Consumer Plastics and Plastic Resource Ecosystem in Singapore, Singapore Environment 
Council, August 2018 
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optimizing consumer behavior. It also allows for operational costs to be studied and 

managed. 

Complementary Initiatives 

There have been similar time-limited reusable bag campaigns introduced in 

Singapore. These in]lu^_ Z_row[st_SG’s BYOB (Bring Your Own B[g) C[mp[ign88, 

P_opl_’s Asso]i[tion N__ Soon South R_us[\l_ B[g St[n^89, and the most recent 

SEC/DBS “On_ L_ss Pl[sti]”90 reusable bag.  

SEC/DBS’ r_us[\l_ \[g initi[tiv_ s[w 40,000 \[gs ^istri\ut_^ to ]onsum_rs³. 

Environmentally conscious consumers would have taken advantage of these bags to 

reduce the number of disposables consumed.  

Both the BYOB campaign and the reusable bag stands made reusable bags more 

accessible by making available donated reusable bags at participating merchants. 

Environmentally aware but less actively participating consumers would find these 

arrangements beneficial. These initiatives have since halted due to hygiene concerns 

in the current COVID-19 situation. 

RE:BAG aims to capture the uninitiated or the rational consumers who seek 

convenience and maximize utility by introducing the concept of reuse via an intuitive 

deposit return system for carrier bags. With minimal disruption to current behavior, 

consumers will actively choose RE:BAG as the cheapest option at check-out and 

continue reusing the bags to access the high-value incentives/savings associated with 

multiple reuse cycles. 

POSITIVE IMPACTS  

The RE:BAG system works well in tandem with other existing initiatives and 

measures to alter consumer behavior positively. For example, RE:BAG would provide 

consumers with a viable and free alternative to paying for plastic bags. The price-

sensitive consumer would seek the reusable option over single-use disposables.  

Tracking bag usage and return provide a data-driven approach to assessing and 

managing costs. The initiative allows the varying deposits/incentive/charge levels to 

drive adoption and alter consumer behavior.  

Ease of adoption by supermarkets and minimal disruption to existing operations are 

key factors in the campaign's successful roll-out. Utilising existing barcode/RFID 

                                                
88

 http://www.byosingapore.com/  
89

 https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/nee-soon-south-sets-up-two-more-reusable-bag-stations-to-reduce-
waste 
90

 https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/one-less-plastic-bag-for-groceries-go-reusable 

 

http://www.byosingapore.com/
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/one-less-plastic-bag-for-groceries-go-reusable
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standards, RE:BAGs are sold as regular inventory. Established procedures for data 

sharing and withholding of deposits will be employed.  

With industry-wide RE:BAG adoption, we will eventually establish a fully circular 

economy for reusable carrier bags. Operating as a deposit return system establishes 

RE:BAG as a trusted packaging partner for future roll-out to include other reusable 

packaging categories and other format retailers (e.g. department stores, major fashion 

retailers, etc.). 

NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION PLANS 

Stakeholders consulted during the workgroup sessions highlighted critical concerns, 

including operating costs of the initiative, hygiene concerns over the redistributed 

bags, the initial and on-going effort required by participating merchants to establish 

such a system, and consumer acceptance and use of the service. 

Capital Outlay and Operating Costs 

The current market value of single-use disposables does not consider the collection, 

waste treatment, long-term effects and damages caused by the entire usage cycle. 

The inability to recognize these actual costs has led to their pervasive use in our daily 

lives. Identifying the actual lifecycle cost of the RE:BAG initiative allows us to equitably 

attribute the costs of producing and using carrier bags to those responsible for them. 

When exposed to competitive market forces and price-sensitive consumers, 

businesses are unlikely to embark on initiatives that would incur additional costs or 

effort on their own. A government-led/ coordinated approach would be beneficial in 

setting up this system of managed reusables. 

For an economically sustainable operating model, RE:BAG could be financed via a mix 

of deposit collection, discounted deposit refunds, plastic bag charges, and major 

participating sponsors. With the Extended Producer Responsibility91 laws in place for 

packaging waste by 2025, RE:BAG will transition into a Producer Responsibility 

Organization where project costs are collectively/ individually financed by defined 

producers.   

Hygiene Concerns 

Returned bags will have to go through professional cleaning and sterilization before 

repacking and redistribution. Participating merchants will only be distributing clean 

bags at checkout counters and customers fully assured of the highest hygiene 

standards. 

                                                
91

 https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/waste-management/mandatory-packaging-reporting  

https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/waste-management/mandatory-packaging-reporting
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Initial Coordinated Effort Required 

The RE:BAG initiative is structured for minimal disruption to existing retail operations 

as the bags are treated as regular inventory. Some efforts will be required to educate 

the consumers and also to collate the usage data. Operational risk is mitigated via 

initial roll-out with major supermarket chains. These chains have advanced Point-of-

Sale systems that are already able to capture the required data, and their coordinated 

staff training allows for quick campaign roll-outs. Some efforts will be required to 

educate the consumers and also to collate the usage data  

Altering Consumer Behavior 

Customers using RE:BAG mirror the same steps as those using disposable plastic 

carrier bags. There is minimal disruption to the current consumer purchasing 

behavior. Customers will not have to bring their bags if they choose not to. Being free-

to-use makes the reusable bag the cheapest option, should a plastic bag charge be 

imposed. The habit of reuse is instilled positively via incentives. Accepting RE:BAG as 

part of the checkout process is designed to be as frictionless as possible for 

consumers. 

CONCLUSION 

RE:BAG is a full circular operating model for carrier bags with the potential to 

eliminate waste categorically, improve recycling feed streams, and equitably distribute 

the actual lifecycle cost of packaging to its producers. A more in-depth study into its 

feasibility is warranted.  

The true cost of single-use disposables has not been clearly defined. RE:BAG takes us 

closer. Responsibility begets action. The time for change is now. 
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12 | “Reduction Of Disposables” Checklist 
 

INTRODUCTION 

There have been many government, corporate and community efforts to tackle the 

broad issue of sustainability in recent years. Alongside the emphasis on encouraging 

sustainable demand among individuals, it is recognised that the private sector also 

bears huge responsibilities in operating sustainably as offerings to meet such 

demands. However, the current profit-driven system with focus on short-termism in 

the capitalist economy results in failure of the market to shift companies towards 

sustainable options. H_n]_, strong gov_rnm_nt int_rv_ntion to ^ir_]t ]omp[ni_s’ 

operations in a sustainable manner is required to correct the negative externalities, as 

seen by local examples such as Extended Producer Responsibility and the Carbon 

Tax. 

 

Specifically on the excessive use of disposables, commercial entities such as F&B 

\usin_ss_s ]ontri\ut_ signi`i][ntly to Sing[por_’s p[]k[ging w[st_, through us_ [n^ 

provision of excessive, non-essential packaging and disposables. Especially in the 

aftermath of Covid-19, this problem is exacerbated with increased takeaway 

consumption92. Currently, F&B businesses are not required to improve their 

sustainability-related processes and public campaigns have done little to result in 

significant changes. Based on desktop research and conversations with industry 

representatives, it was noted that F&Bs do not have the impetus to change, do not 

see the immediate benefits to be sustainable and do not know how they can reduce 

disposable use. 

 

To provide the impetus for F&B companies to reduce disposables, Group C 

recommends the creation of a m[n^[tory „R_^u]tion o` Dispos[\l_s’ ]h_]klist ^uring 

r_n_w[l [n^ n_w [ppli][tions un^_r Sing[por_ Foo^ Ag_n]y’s Foo^ Shop Li]_ns_ 

(FSL).  

 

RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

F&B companies who are applying for a new FSL or renewing their FSL will be tasked 

to score themselves (and further audited) on their disposables use against the 

“R_^u]tion o` Dispos[\l_s” ]h_]klist. Upon []hi_ving th_ ]h_]klist t[rg_ts, 

companies can be rewarded with varying tiers of tax rebate in accordance to the 

_xt_nt o` []hi_v_m_nts. Th_ t[x in]_ntiv_ will l_[^ to [ mor_ “[]tiv_” p_rsu[sion `or 

businesses to reduce disposable use, drive further engagement and education on 

                                                
92

 Today, 2020 https://www.todayonline.com/singapore/singapore-households-generated-additional-1334-tonnes-
plastic-waste-during-circuit-breaker 
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sustainability within the companies, and provide guidance on what F&B companies 

can do to reduce disposable use. 

Th_ m[n^[tory „R_^u]tion o` Dispos[\l_s’ ]h_]klist will \_ promot_^ to th_ F&B 

business owner during touch-points of action, such as before a new application/ 

renewal of their FSL. The checklist will consist of questions th[t sp[n []ross th_ F&B’s 

value chain, highlighting potential areas to manage and reduce disposable use such 

as waste tracking, food packaging and point-of-sale. This initiative targets established 

F&B businesses with an annual revenue of more than SGD10 million and have weak or 

no sustainability commitments. 

The introduction of the checklist will see the target F&B businesses start with a 

baseline audit of the checklist in Year One (Y1) to assess their current disposable use. 

A similar audit will be done in the following years to compare improvements against 

previous attempts. For businesses that have made improvements of more than 30%, 

50% and 70% based on their Yn and Yn+1 efforts, a tiered tax rebate will be granted 

accordingly. The National Environment Agency (NEA), SFA, Enterprise Singapore 

(ESG) and F&B businesses will be the stakeholders involved in this endeavour. 

Some of the similar initiatives are:  

1. NEA’s Food Waste Minimisation Guidebook for Food Retail Establishments: 

The guidebook includes a checklist to guide F&B businesses to reduce food 

waste across their value chain, which covers Planning, Purchasing, Storage, 

Handling, Sales & Service, Staff Training and Partnerships 

2. Productive Hawker Centres: NEA’s _``ort to r_quir_ [ll n_w st[ll own_rs in th_ 

productive hawker centres to do without disposable cutleries, which is agreed 

upon under contractual terms 

3. Z_row[st_SG’s Rating of 100 F&B Retailers on Efforts to Reduce Plastic 

Disposables: Mystery shoppers awarded points to 100 F&Bs according to a 

rubric of different disposables reduction initiatives and ranked them from 1-3 

stars 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nea.gov.sg/docs/default-source/our-services/waste-management/fwm-guidebook-for-food-retail-establishments-(resized).pdf
http://www.zerowastesg.com/download/3376/
http://www.zerowastesg.com/download/3376/
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Sample Checklist  

The F&B businesses will be prompted with the below checklist before their Food 

Shop License renewal is due. The checklist is then submitted online to be reviewed 

and audited by a public official.                                

S/N Metrics 0 1 

Planning 

1 Does the company track and compile data on 

use of single-use disposables? 

No Yes 

(manual/ 

automatic) 

Purchasing 

2 Are ingredients bought in a manner to reduce 

disposable use? (e.g. bulk-buying, choosing 

suppliers that use reduced disposables) 

No Yes 

Storage 

3 Are ingredients and food items stored in 

reusable vessels? 

No Yes 

Handling 

4 Are reusable equipment used to handle food 

items? (e.g. gloves, piping bag, apron) 

No Yes 

Sales & Service 

5 Is Styrofoam not used for dine-in and 

takeaways? 

No Yes 

6 Are employees trained on sustainable 

practices which are actively practised on the 

job? 

No Yes 
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7 Are there existing measures to reduce single-

use disposables for dine-in? Examples include: 

(Max 3 pts) 

  

 a) Provide incentives for customers who 

brings BYO 

No Yes 

 b) Ask customers if they BYO for takeaways 

before every transaction 

No Yes 

 c) Use reusable tableware for dine-in No Yes 

 d) Use reusable utensils for dine-in No Yes 

 e) Partner with a returnable container 

company (e.g. BarePack) for take-aways/ 

delivery 

No Yes 

 f) Impose a fee for takeaway disposables No  Yes 

8 Are there existing measures to reduce single-

use disposables for delivery? Examples 

include: (Max 2 pts) 

  

 [)   Provi^ing “no ]utl_ry” [s [ ^_`[ult No  Yes 

 b)   Bundling of food items to reduce carrier 

use 

No  Yes 

 c)   Using innovative carriers to reduce carrier 

use 

No  Yes 

9 Are there existing measures to encourage 

customers to reduce waste? Examples include: 

(Max 2 pts) 
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 a) Raise awareness through website/ app to 

BYO to reduce plastic waste 

No  Yes 

 b) Report publicly (website/ app) the 

_st[\lishm_nt’s us_ o` singl_-use 

disposables 

No  Yes 

 c) Advertise/ reminders for customers to 

bring BYO to the establishment 

No  Yes 

10 Did the establishment engage sustainable 

consulting service (e.g. The Matcha Initiative, 

PACT) to assist in reducing the use of single-

use disposables? 

No  Yes 

 Total  /12 

 

 

Proposed Timeline Of Pilot 

  

POSITIVE IMPACTS 

The checklist offers some positive impacts to solving the problem of excessive use of 

disposables: 

1. As the checklist is mandatory (but meeting the metrics is not), it addresses 

business awareness and accountability 

2. The tiered tax rebates on improvements encourage continuous efforts, helping 

F&B businesses to phase changes according to what is manageable 

3. The checklist allows the flexibility to be reviewed and revised progressively as 

required.  

The target F&B business_s will []t [s “Qu__n B__s” to in`lu_n]_ upstr_[m 

procurement requirements and downstream consumer behaviour. Companies are 
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then more likely to see the benefit from the sustainability branding due to the need 

for differentiation. Also, as high-cap F&B businesses are targeted, they are more likely 

to have existing data structures to facilitate waste tracking and auditing. 

NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION PLANS 

Below are some foreseeable negative impacts from the programme and the 

corresponding mitigation plans: 

 

Issue Negative Impacts Mitigation Plans 

Current 

infrastructure is 

not compatible 

with the 

programme 

Currently, FSL is automatically 

approved with no need for 

businesses to submit additional 

documents. The addition of this 

checklist might lead to 

confusion and slower approval 

rates for renewals as 

businesses will need more time 

to prepare for the new criteria 

To hasten licence approval 

rates, SMS/ email reminders 

will prompt business owners 30 

days before their license 

renewal on the additional 

criteria they need to prepare 

for 

 

Varied 

interpretations 

of the checklist 

Appli][nts’ v[rying 

understanding of the 

requirements may lead to non-

standardised results on the 

checklist 

To [^^r_ss [ppli][nts’ 

understanding of the 

requirements, dedicated 

agencies are to train personnel 

to facilitate sustainable change 

[n^ [ssist with own_rs’ 

implementation of solutions 

First-mov_r’s 

advantage/ 

disadvantage 

Businesses with earlier shop 

licence renewal might not be 

too happy having to adhere to 

the requirements first compared 

to their counterparts that have a 

later renewal date 

The checklist could start off 

with a pilot project among a 

small number of food 

establishments (e.g. 10 F&Bs), 

to ensure the checklist is 

implemented at the same time 

 

Potential high 

cost of 

implementation 

With public officials ensuring 

audit compliance, the cost 

imposed on the government will 

be high 

With the high cost imposed on 

the government, sustainability-

related government income 

can be tapped on to fund this 

rebate (e.g. carbon tax) 
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13 | Disposables Innovation Grant 
 

INTRODUCTION 

With their many valuable uses and benefits, the most important driver of the 

widespread adoption and rapid growth of disposables is perhaps their perceived 

convenience. As we have seen with the recent developments in e-commerce, food 

delivery and ride sharing services, convenience can be a wildly popular and 

successful product. Unsurprisingly, some of these services have evolved to depend 

on uncurbed use of low-]ost ^ispos[\l_s to ^_liv_r on th_ir “]onv_ni_n]_ promis_s” 

to customers. In this context where market forces tend to perpetuate incumbent 

business models, resolving the complex issue of excessive consumption of 

disposable requires concerted efforts from all stakeholders. 

As consumers, we can send a strong message to demand businesses to reduce 

excessive use of disposables. Having our voices heard by businesses, however, will 

not change things overnight. As we learned from conversations with private sector 

r_pr_s_nt[tiv_s, prov_n “^ispos[\l_-lit_” [lt_rn[tiv_s ^o not _xist `or m[ny s_rvi]_s, 

such as e-commerce and pizza delivery. For other sectors where there are viable 

alternatives, higher cost of reusable options is often cited as a significant barrier to 

[^option. Th_r_`or_, w_ n__^ sust[in_^ innov[tions to ^_v_lop “^ispos[\l_-lit_” 

business processes where they do not exist, and lower the cost of existing and 

proven solutions for wider adoption. From a public policy perspective, we believe 

business process innovations have the potential to deliver a win-win-win result where 

consumers enjoy the same convenient services, businesses remain cost-competitive, 

but all with substantially less disposable consumptions and environmental impacts. 

While the government has a critical role to play in correcting misaligned market 

incentives and internalising unpriced externalities through fees and charges, it cannot 

and should not be the main innovation and solution provider. In our market economy, 

the private sector is often best equipped to develop disruptive and innovative ideas 

when a conducive incentive structure is in place. The government, however, can 

provide much needed financial and policy support to foster cost-effective innovative 

disposable-lite solutions, especially when R&D resources are often concentrated 

among the largest corporations in a competitive market environment. 
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RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

To foster and promote disposable-lite business process innovation, we are proposing 

[ “Dispos[\l_ Innov[tion Gr[nt” (DIG) with two m[in ]ompon_nts: 

1. DIG Innovators: Provide seed and early funding for sustainable business 

process innovations in economic sectors where viable alternatives to 

disposables do not exist 

2. DIG Early Birds: Subsidise the adoption of viable disposable-lite business 

processes to lower long-term cost through economy-of-scale and incremental 

innovations 

With this grant, we are targeting the two of the most visible sources of disposable 

wastes in Singapore: carrier bags from the retail sector (including e-commerce) and 

disposable food packaging, tableware and utensils from the F&B sector (including 

food delivery). 

Through DIG Innovators, we aim to provide seed funding to start-ups and 

entrepreneurs who develop disruptive, innovative and scalable business processes 

th[t su\st[nti[lly r_^u]_ r_t[il [n^ F&B s_]tors’ r_li[n]_ on ^ispos[\l_s, _sp_]i[lly 

for products and services where viable alternatives do not exist. At the same time, 

DIG Early Birds will be used to encourage early adoptions of innovative business 

processes that have been shown to be viable and effective in reducing disposable 

usage, but remain costly due to low adoption rates. 

Instead of focusing on developing specific technologies, the Disposable Innovation 

Grant should be given to innovative business processes that enable large scale 

adoption of reusables. For example, without efficient reverse logistics systems, piece-

meal innovations like reusable mailer bags and boxes will likely see limited adoption 

and impact93,94. 

POSITIVE IMPACTS 

Typically, the adoption of a new technology or process in the market goes through a 

few phases, as illustrated in Figure 1. In many cases, promising ideas fail because they 

are not able to gain enough early traction to demonstrate the effectiveness of their 

offerings and overcome the so-][ll_^ “Ch[sm”. Th_ propos_^ DIG Innov[tors s]h_m_ 

aims to help innovative solutions to overcome this barrier by giving innovators a 

longer runway to launch progressively larger-scale trials with more early adopters to 

                                                
93

 „N_xt-G_n E]omm_r]_ P[]k[ging Is Sm[rt, Customiz[\l_, [n^ R_us[\l_’. 
94

 P_t_rs, P_t_rs, [n^ P_t_rs, „This R_us[\l_ P[]k[ging Coul^ H_lp Stop th_ M[ssiv_ Amounts o` E-Commerce 
W[st_’. 
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demonstrate the effectiveness of their solutions. To access grant applications at this 

stage, we propose using estimated potential percentage reduction in disposable 

consumption tonnage as the key performance indicator (KPI). 

Another common reason for promising ideas to fall into the Chasm is the high cost of 

implementation at smaller scales during the early stages. To overcome this barrier, 

the DIG Early Birds will partially subsidise implementation costs for early adopters who 

can demonstrate a meaningful reduction in actual disposable tonnage. Through 

subsidising early adoption, an innovative solution could achieve a critical mass to 

benefit from economies of scale, leading to lower cost for the majority of adopters. 

This strategy has been proven effective with other disruptive technologies, such as 

solar PV, that have significant environmental and social benefits. 

Once a sustainable solution has matured sufficiently to be cost-competitive against 

disposable alternatives, funding from the DIG will be cut off. 

 

Comparing To Existing Sustainability Grants 

Currently in Singapore, there are a number of public grants that can be utilised for 

sustainability-related projects. A summary of these existing grants is provided in Table 

1. Some schemes such as the 3R Fund and Sustainability Open Innovation Challenge 

tend to focus on supporting implementation of technological solutions on a case-by-

case basis, instead of supporting business process innovations with the potential to 

transform how services are delivered sector-wide. The SG Eco Fund is unique in its 

emphasis on community engagements. Lastly, while startups and other companies 

can use a number of grants from Enterprise Singapore for sustainability-related 

projects, none of these schemes are specifically designed to reduce consumption of 

disposables. 

 

Figure 1: five stages of innovation adoption 
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With its focus on adopting business process innovations that reduce reliance on 

disposables, and funding for both development and adoption of these solutions, we 

believe the proposed Disposable Innovation Grant is a meaningful addition to 

Sing[por_’s pu\li] `un^ing grant landscape. 

Table 1. Summary Of Existing Sustainability Grants  

 3R Fund Sustainability 

Open 

Innovation 

Challenge 

SG Eco Fund Startup SG 

Founder/Star

tup SG Tech 

Various 

Enterprise 

Singapore 

grants 

Focus areas Waste 

reduction and 

recycling 

through 

technological 

solutions 

Linking 

private sector 

organisations 

with specific 

sustainability 

needs with 

technological 

solution 

providers 

Community- 

based 

environmental 

sustainability 

projects 

New 

entrepreneur

s/startups 

with in-house 

innovative 

technologies 

Productivity, 

internationalis

ation, market 

outreach, 

business 

transformation 

Eligibility Any 

organisation 

in Singapore 

All local and 

foreign 

registered 

startups and 

SMEs 

Singapore- 

registered 

organisations 

or groups with 

at least one 

Singapore 

Citizen or 

Permanent 

Resident 

Startups 

based on 

proprietary 

technology 

and a 

scalable 

business 

model 

Varies 

Application 

KPI 

Minimum 100 

tonnes of 

waste 

reduced, 

reused or 

recycled 

Varies 

depending on 

the Challenge 

Statement 

submitted by 

Challenge 

Statement 

Owners 

Not 

applicable 

Based on 

novel 

technology/ 

science 

Proprietary IP 

Varies 

Administer- 

ed by 

NEA Enterprise 

Singapore 

Ministry of 

Sustainability 

and the 

Environment 

Enterprise 

Singapore 

Enterprise 

Singapore 
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NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION PLANS 

 

Negative Impacts Mitigation Plans 

Requires additional public 

resources and funding. Funding 

the DIG may compete with 

other public policy priorities for 

the limited fiscal budget. 

 

T[p into n_w r_v_nu_ sour]_s su]h [s th_ “pl[sti] \[g 

]h[rg_s'' [n^ “_]ologi][l m[t_ri[l t[x” propos_^ \y th_ 

CWG. If funded through these revenue streams, we can 

structure the DIG to be budget neutral. This measure, 

which effectively taxes polluting activities to support 

more sustainable alternatives, has been shown to be a 

successful way to fund environmental initiatives without 

overburdening the public finance. For example, 

Singapore is using revenues from the carbon tax to 

fund low-emission initiatives95. 

Due to the uncertainties with 

early stage innovations, the 

failure rates among grant 

recipients could be high. 

Meanwhile, it might be difficult 

to demonstrate a monetary 

return-on-investment (ROI) for 

projects that have significant 

environmental benefits, but 

only limited economic benefits. 

These two factors combined 

may lead to a negative public 

sentiment that perceives the 

DIG as a waste of valuable 

public resources.  

To make more efficient use of the public funding, we 

propose breaking up the DIG Innovators funding into 

multiple rounds, with a cap on funding per project in 

early rounds. Funded projects and companies need to 

demonstrate sufficient progress, impact, and/or growth 

potential to qualify for subsequent rounds of funding. A 

phased approach would allow us to support as many 

promising early ideas as possible, while making the 

best use of public resources by focusing on the most 

feasible solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
95

 NCCS, „C[r\on T[x’. 
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14 | Green Training Grant 
 

INTRODUCTION  

Through our conversations with various stakeholders, we identified issues that we 

need to overcome to get companies to prioritize the environmental impacts of their 

actions: 

(1) Departments in charge of reducing the firm's environmental impact do not have 

the authority to make existing business processes greener. For example, when we 

interviewed a resource person on the possibility of eliminating unnecessary 

supermarket packaging (e.g. remove plastic rolls at fruits/vegetables section, 

eliminate bagging of sturdier fruits/vegetables that do not require packaging 

protection), their environmental representative mentioned that this would be under 

the purview of the Purchasing team instead. Hence, this lack of company-wide 

authority restricts what this department can do, and more often than not, they are 

reduced to introducing new environmental initiatives (e.g. BYOB day, beach clean-

up) instead of making systemic change to business processes. The current 

pr[]ti]_ o` h[ving [ sol_ “_nvironm_nt[l ^_p[rtm_nt” within [ firm is insufficient, 

and we need other departments to also see the need to make their processes 

greener. 

(2) Firms lack technical expertise, in terms of viable environmentally-friendly 

technologies or environmentally-friendly business processes adopted by other 

businesses overseas. In our interviews with supermarkets, they often resisted the 

idea of reducing packaging and argued that existing packaging practices are 

required to prevent unnecessary food wastage. However, there are already 

available technologies that can help companies to do so without the use of 

packaging (e.g. using misting systems, which also have the added benefit of 

making produce look fresher and more appealing to customers), which they are 

unaware of and have yet to consider. 

Hence, we propose to introduce the Green Training Grant to fund the environmental 

training of employees. In doing so, we hope to create a body of sustainability 

ambassadors that is spread throughout companies so that it is easier to get company-

wide buy-in for green decisions; and to help companies be environmentally-savvy to 

ease their transition towards greener business processes that use less disposables. 
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RECOMMENDATION DETAILS 

We propose to introduce a Green Training Grant which will be administered by NEA. 

The grant will fund employees to attend relevant courses that would help companies 

to reduce the use of disposables in their business processes, conducted by a list of 

verified training providers (e.g. Singapore Management University, Singapore 

Environment Council). 

Th_ gr[nt [mount will ]ov_r 80% o` _[]h in^ivi^u[l’s tr[ining `__s, up to [ m[ximum 

of $5,000; and the remaining 20% will need to be paid for by the company itself. The 

full 80% of the remaining training fees will be paid out on a reimbursement basis, 

upon meeting the stipulated KPI of reducing their use of disposables (n% reduction to 

be determined through pilot). At the end of the training, companies will need to 

submit a detailed proposal on the changes they intend to implement to reduce the 

use of disposables within a 1-year period, subject to approval by NEA. After 1 year, the 

implemented changes should have resulted in reduced use of disposables, which 

companies should account for through a final report. The amount ultimately 

reimbursed will dep_n^ on th_ ]omp[ny’s []hi_v_m_nt o` KPIs, [s shown in th_ t[\l_ 

below: 

Table 1. Suggested Conditions To Fulfill For Reimbursement Of Course Fees 

 

Amount 

Reimbursed 

Suggested Conditions to Fulfill 

80% ● Proposal approved and implemented 

● Reduction in disposables achieved 

60% ● Proposal approved and implemented 

● Reduction in disposables not fully achieved 

40% ● Proposal approved but not fully implemented 

0% ● No proposal submitted OR proposal not approved  

 

The Green Training Grant will first be piloted with the supermarket sector. To 

maximize the effectiveness of the training, we will partner with training providers that 

are able to customize their courses for companies. If successful, the Green Training 

Grant will be gradually rolled out to more companies from different industries (e.g. e-

commerce) that utilize large volumes of disposables. 
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Figure 1. Summary Of Recommendation 

 

POSITIVE IMPACTS 

 

1. Building A Pool Of Sustainability Ambassadors Throughout Companies 

The Green Training Grant trains staff across various departments in a company who 

will be able to make knowledge-backed decisions on reducing disposables in 

business processes. The training process aims to build a pool of sustainability 

ambassadors distributed across various departments within a company, fostering a 

comprehensive sense of environmental consciousness. This differs from the status 

quo where environmental knowledge is concentrated within a single CSR department, 

and also avoids the need to have companies, especially smaller ones, from having to 

establish dedicated sustainability teams.  

2. Gaining Industry-specific And Applicable Knowledge  

Busin_ss_s’ un`[mili[rity tow[r^s n_w t_]hnologies or business processes limits the 

extent to which companies can work towards reducing the use of disposables. Hence, 

the Green Training Grant targets this gap by building up staff expertise and equipping 

them with industry specific know-hows.  Existing free-of-charge training programmes 

are too general in nature and may not provide enough knowledge on issues specific 

to their industry or companies. The Grant allows companies to apply for more in-depth 

and tailored courses so that they can bring back knowledge that is actually relevant 

and applicable to their industry.  
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NEGATIVE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION PLANS  

 

Negative Impacts Mitigation Plans 

Abuse of grant scheme, 

companies may choose to 

send as many employees as 

they can since there is no 

financial loss incurred to them 

20% Co-payment by Companies 

Training will not be entirely free, and 

companies will have to pay part of the costs. 

While the selection of employees to attend the 

GTG is a business decision and will be left up 

to the companies, we believe that the co-

payment will prevent firms from sending 

individuals for training mindlessly, and 

encourage responsible use of the grant. It 

woul^ [lso \_ in th_ ]omp[ny’s int_r_st to [t 

least select employees who are interested in 

learning sustainability related knowledge and 

will then effectuate the greatest impact within 

their companies. The co-payment mitigation 

will also avoid concerns of green-washing by 

companies, as they are not able to 

indiscriminately send as many employees as 

they can. 

 

Co-payment will avoid the perception that the 

government is footing the bill in entirety, and 

shifts some of the financial burden to the 

companies themselves 

Grant scheme may result in a 

reliance mindset on the 

government  

Opportunistic firms that exploit 

training grant to appear more 

environmentally friendly, 

without any intention to make 

changes 

80% Reimbursement Upon Achievement of 

KPI  

Companies will pay 100% of the training cost 

upfront and will need to meet stipulated KPIs to 

receive 80% of the costs from the government. 

The upfront payment and conditional refund of 

]osts work to s_]ur_ ]omp[ni_s’ ]ommitm_nt 

towards making environmentally-friendly 

changes in their business practices.  

Since the 80% reimbursement will be tied to 

attainment of stipulated KPIs, a non-
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modification of business processes, which, by 

extension, would also constitute a non-

attainment of KPIs, will not be in the ]omp[ny’s 

financial interests as they would have to bear 

the full cost of the training.  

Knowledge gained from 

courses may be too generic, 

which does not  help 

employees with issues unique 

to their company/sector  

Sector-based Sustainability Courses 

GTG will partner with training providers that 

can provide customizable sustainability 

courses.  Where possible, the sustainability 

courses will be run on a sector context, where 

companies with similar activities or from similar 

industries are grouped together to share the 

similar challenges they face and offer collective 

solutions that may then be applied to all 

companies. 
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END NOTE 
 

By no means are the above 14 proposed solutions perfect, but they represent the 

numerous hours spent by participants in brainstorming and refining their pitches, 

after-office hours virtual meetings graciously obliged by the various Resource 

Persons, and the commendable effort put in by staff from NEA and MSE to make this 

Workgroup possible. This Workgroup started because We, collectively, recognised an 

issue and its importance.  

 

Sing[por_’s journ_y to \_]oming [ Z_ro W[st_ N[tion must st[rt with you ([n^ I), 

being mindful and deliberately changing the way we consume single-use disposables. 

Ultimately, it boils down to three key takeaways:  

 

● The main objective is to reduce the consumption of single-use disposables and 

not just mindlessly switching from one material to another.  

 

● No one solution will work independently. They will need to be implemented 

concurrently with other solution(s) as they are each focused on a specific 

aspect of the multifaceted problem. 

 

● The success of any solution(s) in delivering sustained change will require 

participation from all stakeholders. Singapore cannot be reliant on the good 

nature of companies and individuals to bear the additional costs and 

inconvenience of phasing out the use of disposables. Systemic change by the 

Government will play an integral role in making environmentally responsible 

options the default, to ensure that the initial positive response to solutions 

implemented sticks. 

 

Lastly, the Workgroup would like to express our appreciation to MSE for creating this 

opportunity, staff and facilitators from NEA and all Resource Persons for their valuable 

time, guidance and insights.  

We hope that MSE will consider all 14 solutions favourably, and the Workgroup will be 

happy to work with MSE or other relevant authorities to explore solutions for future 

piloting.  
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